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The results of several fundamental experiments on de~orptio~onization and fragmenta- 

tion in cime-of-flight mas spec&ometry are d d b e d .  

The yield of desorption of secondary molenitar ions of vaiine was determined as a 

function of primary ion mass with a tandem time-of-fight mass spectrometer. The primary 

ions consisted of alkali metais ~ i + ,  Na'. K?. Rb+ and Cs+ with impact energy on the valine 

target ranging between 3.5 and 1OkeV. The yield measurements for both negative and pos- 

itive molecular valine ions were found to comspond to the cube of nuclear stopping 

power, and low m a s  ions, like K and C were found to scale linearly with the nuclear 

stopping power. 

Secondary-ion and secondarytlectron emission yields from surfaces bombarded 

with large molecular ions were measured in a tandem tirne-of-flight mass spectrometer. 

The primary ions were produced by ma&-assisted laser desorption/ionization and ranged 

in mass from 6000u to 1 10 OOOu, and in energy from 5 to 25keV. The yields were meas- 

ured for surfaces of stainless steel and CsI. For a given energy, the secondary electron 

yield decreases rapidly for increasing mass but remains greater than -10%; in contrast, the 

efficiency of secondary ion production remaùis close to unity. For high velocities. the elec- 

tron yield is significantly higher for the Cd surface, but for velocities corresponding to 

less than -0.4eV/u9 the emission is rather insensitive to the surface. 

An alternative method for the analysis of metastable-ions in a reflecting time-of- 

fiight instrument is demonstrated. Post-source decay analysis usually involves collectiog 

fiagment ion spectra in segments. decreasing the &or voltage for each segment. The 

present method laves the mirror voltage fixed and increases the accelerating voltage to 

acquire each segment. The central advantage is that the mass calibration depends sensi- 

tively on the mirror voltage but only weakly on the accelerating voltage. The method of 

p s t  source decay analysis is also demonstrated with precursor ion selection using a Brad- 

bury-Nieh ion gate. 



Abstract 

FinaUy, the forth experiwnt involves measuring rnolecular ion yields as a function 

of laser fiuence for matrix-assisted laser de~orptio~onization. This experiment was done 

on two different instnunents. One is a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer where both 

analog and pulse-counting detection methods are used and compared. The second instru- 

ment is an orthogonal-injection the-of-fiight instrument with collisional cooling and 

pulsecounting detection. It is an improvement relative to the linear instrument because it 

ensures single-ion counting. The results for both instruments and detection methods were 

consistent. The ion yield versus laser fluence was f o n d  to have a steep slope on a log-log 

plot (between 6 and 9) for a range of fiuence covering dmost an order of magnitude. Also 

no evidence was oberved for an ion desorption thshold at 1ow laser fluence (- 10 ~/m'). 
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IN THE BEGINNING 

A Bnef Introduction to DesorptiodIonization 
Methods used in Mass Spectrometry 

Almost a hundred years ago. J. J. Thomson built the first mass spectrometer [l J and was 

able to separate the isotopes of neon, masses 20 and 22, using a magnetic field. About 30 

years after Thomson, around 1940, with the introduction of electron impact ionization (EI) 

[2,3] of gas samples, mass spectrometry had evolved to give well-dehed and reproducible 

mass spectra of complex mixnires of hydrocarbons. From this t h e ,  up until the present, 

one general goal in the development of organic mass spectrometry (MS) has been to inves- 

tigate ions of larger and larger mass. The requirement of volatilization of samples for such 

ionization methods as EI causes problems when the sample molecules are involatile or 

thermolabile, that is, the temperature at which they evaporate is higher than that at which 

they decompose. ûrganic compounds are too involatile either because their molecular 

mass is too large or because they are highly polar, as is the case for peptides and proteins. 

One of the most successful methods to produce large molecular ions is by bom- 

barding a solid surface, covered with organic molecules, with ions or photons. The story of 

the development of desorption/ionization methods for large involatile organic molecules 

really begins with particle induced desorption. The application of particle bombardment to 

produce molecular ions h m  nonvolatile organic material (âîrecuy fiom the condensed 

phase) was first reported in 1974 by Macfarlane and Torgerson [4,5] using fission h g -  

men& h m  252~f, b t  is, using highcnergy particles of mass -1ûûu and energy of 

-lOOMev Early experiments produced molccular ions desorbed from bulk samples of 
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biomolecules with molecular mass close to 2 0 0 0 ~  [6]. The technique was named plasma 

desorption mass spectrometry (PDMS) because of the plasma associated with a fission 

fragment as it interacts wiîh matter. 

Over the next ten years, the mass range was extended and resolution improved in 

PDMS by depositiag the samples on various type of substrates. In 1984 molecular ions of 

mass p a t e r  than 20 ûûûu were observed with a conducting target foi1 171, and by 1989, 

Jonsson et al [8] had dramatically improved the mass spectra and mass range using pro- 

teins absorbed onto the polymer substrate nitrocellulose. Subsequently, intact molecular 

ions have been desorbed up to about 45 OOOu in mas. 

Production of ions by fission fiagrnent bombardment couples nanually with time- 

of-fiight mass spectrometry (T'OF-MS). Since the inaoduction of the TOF p ~ c i p l e  for 

mass separation of a pulsed ion packet in 1946 [9], the use TOF m a s  spectrometry has 

been limiteci by relatively poor resolution in cornparison to other mass spectrometea like, 

for example, sector instruments. However PDMS avoids two of the problems previously 

associated with the lirnited resolution of TOF-MS. Firstly, from the fission process, one of 

the recoiling fragments may be used to give a well defined start signal (start time), with the 

acceleration field of the TOF-MS instrument at a high, stable DC potential, instead of 

king pulsed. Secondly, the ions are ejected from a solid equipotential surface; thus the 

energy and spatial spread is much s d e r  than for traditional gaseous ion sources. 

Som after the discovery of PDMS, another fom of particle-induced desorption 

using low energy ion bombardment emerged; this is most relevant to Chapter 2 of this the- 

sis. The use of low-energy ion bombaràment for desorption of organic molecules was pio- 

neerrd by Benninghoven in 1976 [IO] and was regarded as an unexpected development of 

static secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) where primary ion impact energies are 

around a few keV with low ion currents (-nA/cm2). The low primary ion currents, in tum, 

produced low secondary ion currents which decreases even M e r  for increasing sizes of 

molecular ions. Thus, Benninghoven, using a sector-field instrument, was E t e d  in mass 

range to biomolecules of a few hundred u because of the transmission losses and losses 

due to scanning the mass specm~n.  

An increase in the observable mass range of SIMS was achieved by coupling 
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SIMS to a TOF instrument, taking advantage of the high sensitivity and mass range of 

TOF-MS, as had been demonstrated with PDMS. In 1981 Chait and Standing [I l]  devel- 

oped a lowcnergy puised ion gun with SkeV Cs+ ions which induced desorption of 

molecular ions of mass mund 1300u 1121. The highest mass polypeptide obsewed with 

this tezhnique, using nitrocellulose as a substrate, is about 14 ûûûu [13]. 

In 1982, an increase in the observable mass range in S M  was also finally 

achieved on sector-field instruments by using samples dissolved in a viscous liquid W<e 

glycerol [14], and using primary ion currents typical of dynarnic SIMS (cumnts greater 

than - 10-~A/crn~), and orders of magnitude higher than in static SIMS. Because the 

beam consisted of neutral particles [15,16], this technique was named fast atom bombard- 

ment (FAB). It is well suited for coupling to existing sector-field and quadruple spec- 

trometers because of the neutrd primary beam and because it provides sustainable 

secondary ion currents by the renewai of the liquid matrix surface. Qpically FAB analysis 

is used up to a mass-range of a few thousanà u [17,18]. 

The final desorption method to be discussed, and which is most relevant to this the- 

sis, involves using a pulsed laser beam as opposed to particle bombardrnent. In 1976, the 

use of nanosecond pulsed laser, together with TOF-MS, was first used to study biological 

material [19]. The early work on laser desorption mass spectrometry (LDMS) was 

reviewed in detail by Conzemius and Capellen in 1980 1201 and more recent laser desorp- 

tion work has k e n  reviewed by Hillenkamp in 1983 and 1985 [21,22]. 

For about ten y- following this development, the application of laser desorption 

(LD) to biomolecules was restricted to molecules that absorbed light at the wavelength of 

the laser, thus limiting sample masses to below - lûûûu 1231. However, in 1988, Karas and 

Wenkamp found that by mixing the analyte with a suitable organic matrix (the h t  king 

nicotinic acid), and then illuminating the dried mixture with a laser pulse it is possible to 

produce intact molecuiar ions of heavy (-66 00011) and nonvolatile proteins [24,25]. Up to 

the present tirne, this method has rapidly grown with the discovery of new matrices 

[26,27], extending the method to other classes of samples (for example, glycopeptides, 

carbohydrates and nuclwtides), with masses up around 300 ûûûu 1281 routinely king 

analysed. This technique is refend to as matrix-assisted laser-desorptionlionization, or 
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MALDI. 

At about the same time that MALDI was introduced, another method of producing 

gas-phase ions h m  large molecules was developed. In electrospray ionization "ESI" gas- 

phase ions are produced in atmosphere directly from solution by an electric field applied at 

the tip of a capillary. The ions are inaoduced to the mass spectrometer through a small on- 

fice or a capflary separated from vacuum by a few stages of differential pumping. h con- 

trast to MALDI, in which low charge states are produced (typicaliy < 3) ES1 produces a 

distribution of highly charged molecular ions with an average of one positive charge per 

kDa for denanired proteins. Compared to MALDI, ES1 is more sensitive to contaminants 

and produces more cornplex spectra. On the other han& since a mass spectrometer m a -  

sures the ratio m/z, a modest m/z-range quacirupole mass filter, weil-suited to a continuous 

ion source, can be used to measure large proteins. ES1 is mentioned for completeness but 

the experirnents described here do not involve this ionization technique directly. 

These latter two ionization methods (MALDI and ESI) have revolutionized mass 

spectrornetry of large molecules. These methods have increased the mass range for some 

classes of compound (notably proteins) into the range of several hundnd u, making mass 

spectrornetry a realistic alternative to chernical methods of molecular weight determina- 

tion such as gel electropheresis. 



Desorption of Organic Ions 
by Low Energy Ion Bombardment; 
1s it Caused by Nuclear or Electronic Stopping? 

2.1 Introduction 

The surprishg observation that large intact molecular ions can be ejected from labile 

organic matenal by bombardment with energetic particles led to a dramatic increase in the 

mass range accessible to analytical mass spectrometry. Particle bombardment in two dis- 

tinctly different energy ranges has k e n  routinely used to produce ions for mass spectral 

anaiysis. The bombarding particles may have energy in the - lOOMeV range (PDMS) or 

in the - lOkeV range (SIMS and FAB). An extensive review of experimental investiga- 

tions into the fundamentals of the desorption of thermdy labile molecular ions by low- 

energy (+eV) particle bombardment of organic solids or liquids, with some cornparisons 

to hi&-energy bombardment is available [Il. Although MALDI and electrospray ioniza- 

tion have now largely replaced particle bombardment for mass spectrometry of biomole- 

cules, the study of desorption phenornena has relevance to the general study of interactions 

of particle beams with matter. Moreover, the use of clusters of large molecules as bom- 

barding particles in plasma induced desorption has shown considerably promising results. 

When measuring effects of primary ion characteristics on secondary ion yields, the 

stopping power (dUdr), the energy loss per traveiled path Iength, is an obvious parameter 
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VELOCITY (cm/ns) 

Figure 2-1: Nuclear and electronic stopping powea for '"1 ions incident 
on a protein mode1 solid C3H5N0 with density 1 g/crn3 [2]. 

to consider since it directly depends on both mass and energy of the projectile. The stop- 

ping power, shown as a function of incident energy in Figure 2-1, has two components, 

nuclear stoppùzg (elastic collisions with target atoms), and electronic stopping (energy 

transfer to the atomic electrons). For high energy projectiles, above the Bohr velocity 

(vB = 0.22cmlns, the velocity of an electron in its ground state in a hydrogen atom), the 

energy loss in the target occurs predominantly by electronic stopping (inelastic ion-elec- 

m n  collisions). For low energy projectiles, below the Bohr velocity vg, the energy loss is 

predominantly by nuclear stopping. In this regime, the incident particle has a velocity 

lower than typical valence electron velocities in the solid and thus the electrons have time 

to adjust their orbitals resulting in elastic collisions between the screened atomic nuclei. 

Figure 2-2 shows sample spectra of leucine enkephalin (555~1, bovine insulin 

(5733 u) and PSP @ancreatic spaholytic peptide, 1 17 1 1 u) produced by high- and low- 

energy ion bombardment [1,3]. The mass spectra for the two bombarding energies were 
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Figure 2-2: Positive ion TOF mass spectra of (a) leucine enkephalin (555u), (b) 
bovine insulin (5733~) and (c) PSP (1 171 1 u). The keV spectra were produced 
by 18keV Cs+ ion bombardment and the MeV, =*cf fission fragment bombard- 
ment. The spectra were acquired in the same spectmmeter from the same target, 
without intempting the vacuum betwecn measurements 131. 
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acquired in the same linear time-of-fiight ('T'OF) mass spectrometer using the same target 

without interrupting the vacuum between measurements. The main feature to note in the 

spectra is the similarity of the relative intensities of the sample related ions desorbed by 

the two bombarding energies; even the background (nom metastable decay of the molecu- 

lar ion) is almost identical in Figure 2-2b and c. The similarity is remarkable considering 

thaî the p r i m q  projectiles lose energy by two distinctly different mechanisms, nuclear or 

electronic stopping, as show Figure 2- 1. 

It is well established that for highenergy particle bombardment, the electronic 

stopping power is responsible for the observed molecular ion desorption [1,4]. At low- 

energy particle bombardment, although the enegy loss is predominantly by nuclear stop- 

ping, it is not yet clearly established whether it is the nuclear or electronic stopping mech- 

anism that is responsible for the desmption of molecular ions. The remarkable similarity 

of the spectra produced by the two bombarding energies shown in Figure 2-2 suggest that 

the low-energy tail of the electronic stopping power may also be responsible for the des- 

orption of the molecular ion by keV particle bombardment. 

In contrast to the similarity of the specm for the mo1ecula.r ions produced by the 

two bombarding energies shown in Figure 2-2, Figure 2-3 shows a pronounced contrast in 

the relative intensity of atomic ions like IT, C, 0- and F which are characteristic of 

nuclear sputtering compared to more complex ions like CN- and the peak at mass 42u 

(probably CN03 which are associated with elecironic sputtering as weil [SI. 

Systematic molecular ion yield measurements for Iow energy ion bornbardment 

are scarce. For keV ion bombardment, Standing et al at Manitoba measured the molecular 

ion yield, w+m+, of alanine as a functioo of primary ion impact energy [6]. The pRmary 

ions werc positive alkali ions with impact energies ranging between 1 and 14keV. Their 

resuits, re-plotted in [l], are shown in Figw 24. The authors conciuded, based on the 

swng mass dependence, that the nuclear stopping is rnainly responsible for desorption of 

the molecular ion (except for the primary ion Li' where both the nuclear and electronic 

stopping appear to contribute). 
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Figure 2-3: The low-mass range of negative ions TOF m a s  spectra of leucine 
enkephalin obtained with 18keV Cs+ bombardment (upper) and with fission 
hgments  (lower) 131. 

Also in 1982 Albers et al 171 measured yields of w+H]+ ions from a v a h e  target 

as a function of the velocity of the primary 160 and 3 2 ~  ions, as shown in Figure 2-5, 

which were obtained with a slightly higher range of primary-ion velocity than used by the 

Manitoba group. Their results indicate that the nuclear stopping is more effective for des- 

orption even when its magnitude is s d e r  than that of the electronic stopping. 

More recently, Hunt et al [5] perfonned a similar experiment using negative valine 

molecular ions desorbed fiom Xe', Kr+ and ~ r +  ion bombardment in a similar velocity 

region as Albers experiment, with energy ranging between 400keV and 3.5MeV. In this 

velocity domain, the nuclear and electronic stopping have approximately the same magni- 

tude but opposite slopes. Their results, shown in Figure 2-6, provide convincing evidence 

that in this energy range, electronic stopping is mainly responsible for the desorption of 

negative molecular ions of valine, this seems to be in direct contrast to the results of Albers 

et al [7] and also seems to contradict the results of Standing et al [6]. 
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A A A  

Primary Ion Energy (kW) P r i m q  Ion Energy (kev) 

Figure 24: (a) Yields of m+H)+ secondary ions from alanine produced by Cs+ 
(i), K+ (e), Na+ (A), and Li+ (A) primary ions [1,6]. The solid curves in (a) are 
proportional to ( d ~ / d r ) i  with separate aormaiization for each projectile. The 
dotdashed curve is proportional to ( d ~ / d x ) :  for Li and the dashed curve is a 
linear combination of ( d ~ / d r ) i  and (d~/dr)f .  (b) Calculations of the nuclear 
(solid curves) and electronic (dashed cuwes) stopping powers. 

However, as suggested in [Il .  the stopping power (either nuclear or electronic) may 

not be the oniy (or even the main) parameter that determines the yield of molecular ions, 

and the dependence may well be dinerent at substantially different velocities. The stop- 

ping power contribution to the desorption of the molecular ions for the hvo different 

experiments [5,6] are not necessady inconsistent, as they are in different energy domains 

and molecular ions of opposite charge were used. Both experiments demonstrated that 

electronic stopping is more effective for desorption when the magnitude of the nuclear and 

electronic stopping powers are the same, but the Manitoba results seem to suggest that for 

SIMS conditions, when nuclear stopping dominates. it is the nuclear stopping that is 

largely rcsponsible for desorption of the molecular ion. However the Manitoba group had 

difnculties in normalizing their yield data for dinerent alkali ions, which is rather critical 
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005 O:? 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 
Velocity (cmlnsec) 

Figure 2-5: Yields of w+H]+ ions from a valine target as a function of the 
velocity of the prirnary 160 and 32s ions. C w e s  correspondhg to the electronic 
and nuclear stopping powers are also shown 173. 

since their conclusion was based on the molecular ion yield dependence as a function of 

akali ion mas.  

To resolve any possible discrepancies which could anse from the polarity of the 

molecular ion or the normalization difficulties of previous measurements, this present 

expeximent measures the desorption yield of the negative valine molecular ion as a func- 

tion of projectile mass for different energies in the region 3-10 keV using an improved 

method of nonnalization. 

In the present expriment, a tandem tirne-of-flight mass spectrometer, shown sche- 

mstically in Figure 2-7% is used to mesure the yield for secondary molecular ions from 
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Figure 2-6: Yield 
incident ~ e +  ions. 
and (d~/dr)f arbi 

of FI-Hl- ions from valine as a function of the velocity of 
The dashed lines are calculations of ( d E / d r ) ,  , (dE/dr ) ,  
trarily normalized to one of the data points [5] .  

valine as a fûnction of primary ion mass and energy. Rimary ions are produced at target 1 

(Li+, ~ a + ,  K+, RbC, and CS') by laser desorption from a high-repetition rate excimer laser 

(HE-460-HR-B: Lumonics Inc., Kanata, Ontario, Canada). The laser uses XeCl (wave- 

length 308nm) and is run at 300Hz It is incident on target 1 at 70° to the normal. The 

optics set up are similar to that shown in Figure 3-2 on page 40. 

The desorbed primary ions are accelerated through a single grounded grid (90% 

transmission) placed 1 cm in front of target 1, then travel d o m  a primary, field-fhe flight 

tube (-70cm) to strike target 2, an etched silver annular disc. The beam is collimated by a 

small iris placed about 5cm in front of the target. The impact energy of the primary ions 

ranges between 3.5 and 10keV. A s d  fraction f of the primary alkali ions pass through a 

srnail hole in the centre of target 2 (2mm dia), through two more 90% transmission 

gounded grids, and, after -2.5 kV pst-acceleration, are detected in a chevron microchan- 

ne1 plate detector shown in Figure 2-7b. Amplified signals h m  the microchanne1 plates 
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Figure 2-7: (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement and 
(b) an enlargement of the target 2 and primary ion detector. 
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are fed into a 255-stop the - tdg i t a l  converter W C )  ( m - M 2 :  Institut de Physique 

Nucltaire, Orsay, France) cornecteci by a custom interface to an Atari ïTû30 cornputer for 

data storage and analysis. 

A mixture of aikaLi ions was deposited onto the target 1 with concentrations such 

that the primary ion yield for each alkali ion was approximately the same. Secondary ions 

and electrons produced at the surface of target 2 by the impinging alkali ions are acceler- 

ated into another Bight tube (-20cm) at 135" to the h t .  The ions are detected in a 4cm 

diameter microchaanel plate detector, after passing through two more 90% transmission 

grounded @ds. The valine was deposited onto target 2 (- 1 cm2) fiom 160@ of -20gA in 

water and allowed to air+ giving about IO*' molecules per cm2. 

Sample spectra of the primary ions and secondary ions and electrons are shown in 

Figure 2-8 with target 2 at -2kV. The secondary ions from the primary alkali ions overlap 

with each other, so it is necessary to select a single alkali ion with the set of deflection 

plates. The plates (not shown in Figure 2-7a) are normally at 500V but are pulsed to 

ground for a few hundred nanoseconds to allow straight passage for the selected alkali ion 

species, while aU other ions (at different velocities and hence times) are deflected away 

from target 2. The deflection plates are about 22cm in front of target 1, about 3cm long, 

with about 1 cm gap between the plates. 

An example of the spectra of negative secondary ions obtained with Cs+ bombard- 

ment is shown in Figure 2-9 (with target 2 at -500V), and of positive secondary ions 

obtained with K+ bombardment in Figure 2-10 (with target 2 at +500V). In the secondary 

ion spectra shown in Figure 2-9 and 2-10. the electrons are removed by placing a large 

permanent magnet near the second flight tube. This reduces any contributions (extra 

peaks) from spurious electrons fkom collisions between the primary ions and other objects 

like grids or flight tube walis. 

The secondary ion yield Y of desorption is defined as the number of secondary ions 

(of vaiine, for example) desorbed per incident primary ion. If f is the fraction of primary 

ions that pass through the small hole in the iris, then the total number of ions that strike 
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Figure 2-8: Sample spectra with target 1 at accelerating potential 4 kV and 
target 2 at -2kV. (a) Primary ion s p e c m  (detector 1). @) Negative secondary 
ions (detector 2). 
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Figure 2-9: (a) Rimary ion spectrum of CS' using detector 1. The integrated 
intensity of the peak gives N p l .  (b) Negstive secondary ions produced at 
target 2. Peaks were integrated to obtain IVsl . 
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Figure 2-10: (a) Primary ion spectrum of K? using detector 1.The integrated 
intensity of the peak gives IVPI. (b) Positive secondary ions produced at 
target 2. Individual peaks where integrated to obtain Ns, 
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target 2 N, is given by 

where Np/ is the number of primary ions detected behind target 2 (in detector 1) and 

Np,/ f is the total number of primary ions. Thus, the yield is given by 

where NsI is the number of secondary ions detected in the second 0ight tube, and f u 1 . 
It is known that for the energy and primary ion mass range in the experiment, that the elec- 

tron yield is on the order of one [8]. Thus, the constant of proportionality f was estimated 

by scaling our measured secondary electron yields to previously measured yields, giving 

f = 1/30 . Note that the yields quoted in this work are the absolute yields, though the 

accuracy is iimited by the de t eda t ion  of the constant of proportionalityf. 

23 Stopping Power Calculation 

Calculations of the nuclear stopping power for alkali metals incident on valine were made 

using the Lindhard theory [9] as modified by Wilson et al. [IO]. They developed an analyt- 

ical expression for the nuclear stopping power (dE /dx ) ,  in tenns of a reduced energy E 

and a reduced nuclear stopping power Sa@) by using the follow definitions: 

for which 

~ z ~ z ~ ~ ' ( M ~  + Mz) 
where E is the kinetic energy of the incident projectile, y = 4MI M 2 / ( M ,  + M ~ ) ~  is the 

2 2 
centre-of-mass transfomation unit, k = 8.99x109~m IC is the Coulomb constant, N is 
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the atomic density of the target, ZI and & are the atomic numbers of the projectile and tar- 

get atoms, respectively, Ml and M2 are the masses of the projectile and target atoms, 

respectively, a is a smening length given in terms of the Bohr radius a, = 0.529A 

and Sn(€) is expressed by 

The constants A = 0.56258, B = 1.1776 and C = 0.62680 were taken from the "aver- 

age" values quoted in [IO]. They determined the constants by fitting Eq. (2-5) to their 

numerical Sn(&) results which came from using an universal interatomic potential func- 

tion derived from averaging over a representative set of eight neutral atom interactions 

using freeelectron potentials for each. 

The electronic stopping power in the velocity region for this experiment (v  c -v, , 

where v, = 2.2x10~ds is the Bohr velocity), was detennined by Lindhard and Scharff 

[ I l ]  to be 

where N is the atomic density and the electronic cross section Se is given by 

assuming a Thomas-Fermi mode1 of the atom. The same definitions for the other variables 

are used as above with the nuclear stopping power. 

The total stopping power for valine (C5HlIN02, atomic weight A = 117.15~) 

was calculated by a d h g  the contributions fiom the individual atoms. The density p of the 

sample was assumed to be 1 g/cm3 and the atomic density Ni of each atomic constituent 

was calcdated by 
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where the first bracketed term is the atomic density N of the target (in atoms/m3 using 

Avogadro's constant Na), ni is the number of each atomic constituent (e.g., 5 carbon 

atoms), Ai is the atomic weight each atom and A is the molecular weight of valine. The 

second term represents the fractional contribution of each atomic constituent, such that 

N =  ZN, 
i 

where the summation is over each unique atom (four of thern in valine). The cornputer 

program used to calculate the total nuclear and electron stopping for valine is given in the 

Appendix. 

2.4 ResuIts and Discussion 

AU the yield measurements are presented as a function of primary ion mas. The 

advantage of ploîting the yields as a function of mass (instead of energy) is the distinct dif- 

ference in the mass dependence of the electronic and nuclear stopping power. From ~ i +  to 

Cs' the nuclear stopping increases rapidly, whereas the electronic stopping is approxi- 

mately constant. 

The molecuiar ion yield for valine, both m-w- and w+H]+, is shown in 

Figure 2-1 1. The solid curves are calculated from Eqns. (2-2) and (2-6) with the black Iùie 

given by ( d ~ / d x ) : / ~ , ,  and the dashed line, ( d ~ / d r ) : / ~ ,  , where K, and K, are nor- 

malkition parameters. For s d  molecules like valine, and for velocities below the maxi- 

mum in nuclear stopping power, it has been previously shown that the yield scales rather 

closely with ( d ~ / d x ) z  [12], which is plotted for cornparison purposes. The yield data in 
3 

Figure 2-1 1 shows a reasonable fit to (dE/dx) , /K,  which is consistent with previous 

yield measurements [l] plotted versus bombarding energy. The parameterization of the 

yields with ( d ~ / d x ) n  is simply an ernpirical fit to indicate a correlation. AU curves are 

nomialized separately for each energy but the normalizations are ail within a factor of -2 
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Figure 2-11: The yield of valine molecular ions as a fhction of primary ion mass. 
The impact energy of the primary ions is indicated on each graph. (a-c) w-KJ yield. 
(de) w+H]+ yieldj In each of the graphs the black line corresponds to the nyclear 
stopping, ( d  E / d x ) , /  K, , and the dashed line, electronic stopping, ( d E / d x ) ,  / K, 
where K, and K, are the normalizations. 
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of the average. The normalizatioa differs for different energies because of slight differ- 

ences in the experimental conditions caused by, for example, openuig the instrument to 

atmosphere to change samples and changes in the impact angle due to change in the 

kinetic energy of the primary ions. 

In the case of the Li+ projectile in Figure 2-1 1(a, d and e), the yieid is an order of 

magnitude larger than that predicted by the nuclear stopping, suggesting a contribution 

fkom electronic stopping. The behaviour of the ~ i +  projectile has k e n  shown to be 

describecl better by the electronic stopping than by the nuclear stopping [13]; however, a 

linear combination of ( d ~ / d x ) ;  and ( d ~ / d x ) f  gives a still better fit [l] which is consis- 

tent with the yields shown in Figure 2-1 1. The results suggest that when the magnitude of 

the nuclear and electronic stopping are comparable in this velocity range (see 

Figure 2-4b), electronic is more effective, but for the projectiles typically used in SIMS, 

where nuclear stopping is strongly dominant, it is the nuclear stopping that accounts for 

the observed molecular ion yields for both and w+H]+. 
The validity of our approach can be demonstrated by examining the yield depend- 

ence of H- ions, H+ ions and electrons. It is well known that the H+ and electron yields are 

comlated strongly with electronic stopping [14] and that is correlated with nuclear 

stopping [3]. The different correlations for H+ and H- are evident in the mass spectra for 

MeV and keV ion bombardment shown in Figure 2-2a which shows a much higher rela- 

tive yield of H+ in the MeV spectra, and in Figure 2-3 which shows a much higher relative 

yield of H- in the keV spectm Figure 2-12 shows the yield &ta for desorbed H+ and elec- 

trons. In contrast to the desorption of molecular ions where the yield increases by more 

than an order of magnitude h m  ~ a +  to Cs', the e- and H+ yields are nearly constant as a 

fimction of -S. The black curve given by ( d ~ / d x ) : / ~ ,  and the dashed curve, 

( d ~ / d x ) ; / ~ ,  , where K, and K ,  are normalization parameters given for each graph. The 

yields clearly follow the c w e  predicted by the elecîronic stopping power. 

Figure 2- 13(-) shows the results for K which is more charactenstic of nuclear 

stopping [3]. The black bold line in the g r a m  is given by 
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Figure 242: The yield of secondary H+ (a<) and secondary electron (4e) as a func- 
tion of primary ion mass. The impact energy of the primary ions is indicated on each 
graph. In3each of the graphs the dashed line comsponds to 9 nuclear stopping, 
(dE/dx) , /K ,  , and the black line, electronic stopping, (d  E /dx ) , /K ,  where K, and 
K, are the normalizations. 
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Figure 2-13: The yield of secondary K as a function of primary ion mass. 
The impact energy of the primaty ions is indifatecl on each p p h .  (ttc) The 
solid line is a linear combination of (dE/dx),  and (dE/dx) ,  ; it is the aver- 
age of the long-dashed line (the nuclear stopping tem) and the short-dashed 
line (the electronic stopping term). (d-f) The solid lines are the nuclear stop- 
ping power (dE/dx),  just scaled by a constant. See text for details. 
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where K, and K, are nonnalization constants, and the long-dashed and short-dash curves 

are the individual ( d ~ / d x ) n / ~ ,  and ( d ~ / d x ) f / ~ ,  , respectively. However the same 

data also demonstrates a linear dependence on the nuclear stopping power, as is shown in 

Figure 2-13(d-f). This same b e a r  dependence on (dE/dx), observed with the H- yield 

is also observed for other atomic ions like C, 0- and F as is shown in Figure 2-14. This 

is not surprishg since these ions. like the H- ion, appear in Figure 2-3 to be characteristic 

of nuclear stopping. 

As mentioned above, the parameterization of the yields in Figure 2- 1 1 and 2- 13 
3 with ( d E / d x ) ,  is simply an empincal fit to indicate a correlation. Recent results of Yen et 

al [15,16] show a quadratic dependence on the total stopping power which is not inconsis- 

tent with our parameterization. In any case, the results indicate that simple linear cascades 

do not likely make a significant contribution to the desorption yield of molecular ions 

because they predict a linear dependence on the energy loss; such a linear dependence is 

observed for the desorption of negative atomic ions as shown in Figure 2-13(d-0 and 

Figure 2-14. A high density bulk interaction such as a thermal spike or a pressure pulse are 
3 

more Likely to give such a steep dependence as ( d E / d x ) ,  [17]. The desorption of corn- 

plex molecular ions are lütely to be the result of secondary processes d e r  the energy has 

dissipated in the solid. On the other hand, atomic ions like K. 0- and C are more likely 

to resuit from simple knock-on spunering interactions which resdt in a linear dependence 

on (dE/dx) ,  . 
Also our results show that at low energy, when nuclear stopping is dominant, it is 

clearly the nuclear stopping that is responsrble for the desorption of the molecular ion. In 

the velocity range of this experiment, our results show no polarity dependence, that is, 

both @M+H]+ and w-H]- are conelated with the nuclear stopping power. At higher veloc- 

ities, though, where the electronic and nuclear stopping have similar magnitudes such as 

for ~ i +  and in the experiment of Hunt et al [5] (see Figure 2-4 on page 16), the electronic 
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Figure 2-14: Yield of low mass ions ranging from C to F. The solid c w e  
is nuclear stopping power (dE/dx) ,  scaled by some constant C,. Impact 
energy of primary ions is indicated in each graph. The yield data is the inte- 
gration of the peaks ranging from C to Fshowing a collective linear 
dependence on (dE/dx),  . 
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stopping appears to be more effective in desorbing the molecular ion. However, it is more 

dinicult to reconcile the results of Albers et al [7] (shown in Figure 2-5 on page 17) with 

those of Hunt et al. The experiment of Albers et al indicates that the nuclear stopping is 

more effective for desorption even when its magnitude is s d e r  than the electronic s top 

ping. The discrepancy here may be related to the polarity of the molecular ions which was 

differeni in the two experiments but from our results this appears to be unlikely. Still, sig- 

nificantly dinerent dependence of the valine [M+H]+ and [M-H3- yields on primary-ion 

velocity have been observed by Becker et al [4] in a somewhat higher velocity range. 

2.5 Conclusion 

The results clearly demonstrate that for projectiles which lose energy mainly by 

nuclear stopping, it is the nuclear stopping that accounts a h  for the molecular ion yield, 

regardless of the polarity of the molecular ion. The electron and H+ yields, on the other 

hand, correspond to the electronic stopping power. In the cases when the molecular ion 

was desorbed with a ~ i +  projectile. where electronic and nuclear stopping have compara- 

ble magnitudes, the yield exceeded that predicted by the ( d E / d x ) ,  cuve, suggesting that 

electronic stopping also plays a role. 



Secondary Ion and Electron Yield Measurements 
for Surfaces Bombarded with 
Large Molecular Ions 

3.1 Introduction 

With the steady increase in the accessible mass range in mass spectrometry, detection of 

large molecular ions has become an important problem. Detection of molecular ions in 

mass spectmmetry is usuaLly accomplished through a collision of the ion of interest with a 

surface. Either the secondas, electrons or secondary ions produced in this collision are 

accelerated to produce a cascade, eventtially ampiifying the signal to a detectable level. 

It is well established that as the velocity of the incident ion decreases, the second- 

ary electron and ion yields decrease, resulting in Iower detection efficiency. For example, 

the electron emission yield from Cu induced by bornbardment with large water clusters 

(up to 60 O u ) ,  is reported to have a ''threshold" velocity of about 18 kmls corresponding 

to an energy per unit mass of about 1.7eV/u [l]. A simila. threshold velocity was reported 

for insulin (5733~) incident on Cu [2]. For water clusters incident on an aluminium oxide 

surface there is an apparent threshold of 10 kmls (O.SeV/u) [3]. 

From these results, a rather low detection efficiency might be expected for molecu- 

lar ions with energy below about 1 eVlu, if electron emission facilitates detection. In spite 

of this apparent low efficiency, large molecular ions have been routinely detected at con- 
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siderably lower velocities than 1 eV/u using secondary emission detectors. In particular, in 

ma&-assisted laser desorptionîionization (MALDI) the accessible molecular weight 

range is typically regardeci as at least -300 Ooou, with an accelerating voltage of 30kV. 

This corresponds to an energy per unit mass of -O. 1 eV/u, five times lower than the lowest 

threshold energy mentioned above. 

The nature and the yield of the secondary particles emitted by large molecular ions 

are of central importance in time-of-8ight mass spectrometry, the most cornmon technique 

for examining ions produced by MALDI. Detecton designed to use secondary electron 

emission have better t h e  resolution than detectors that rely on secondary ion emission 

[ M l  because of the multiple ion species and the large transit times of ions compared to 

electrons, an important consideration in tirne-of-flight (TOF) measurements. From this 

point of view it is preferable to use secondary electrons for detection. On the other hand, 

the sensitivity and the mass range depend on the emission yield of the secondary particles 

so it seems reasonable to use the secondary particles with the highest yield. 

It has been clearly demonstrated that for incident ions below -ZeV/u the second- 

ary ion emission yield is larger than the electron yield [-]. suggesting an advantage in 

usiag ion emission for detection. In fact, secondary ion emission is rnainly responsible for 

the detection of large molecular ions (mentioned above) in some detector geometries [4]. 

However, if the electron emission efficiency is still greater than or near unity over the mass 

range of interest, then a lower electron yield can be compensated by a higher multiplier or 

amplifier gain and sensitivity is not compromised. It is therefore important to determine 

the absolute electmn yield for large molecules incident on detector surfaces, but much less 

work has been done in this area, especially at low velocities. 

Many detailed measurements have been made of electron emission induced by 

atomic ions or relatively small polyatomic ions incident on clean, well-characterized sur- 

faces [9,10], including measurements of kinetic emission for projectile velocities as low as 

12 W s  [Il]. There is also a body of work on electron emission h m  the impact of cosmic 

dust at velocities lower than those considered here [12]. However, it is not obvious how 
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the results of either regime apply to the situation examined here: detection of very high 

molecular mass ions (- lûûku) at low velocities (-5 W s )  in the modest vacuum typical 

of commercial mass spectrometers. 

N o  main excitation mechanisms contribute to electron emission induced by parti- 

cles, kinetic electmn emission and potential electmn emission. In kinetic electron emission 

(KEE) electrons are excited as a consequence of the atomic motion of the projectile [13]. 

The kinetic energy and mass of projectile are the most important quantities, whereas its 

chexnical configuration, charge state and electronic, vibrational or rotational state are not 

usually of concem. This assumption is only valid at relatively high impact velocities. For 

KEE a threshold impact velocity exists. Let U be the minimum energy required to fiee an 

electron from the solid; then for KEE, E,, > U ,  where E, is the kinetic energy in the 

centre-of-mass frame. Note that for a metal U = @ , the work function. 

Potential electron emission (PEE) results from the conversion of interna1 energy E 

brought by a positively charged projectile, through twoelectron, Auger processes [Pl- 161. 

The important quantities effeaing the emission are the intemal properties such as charge 

state and particle species (different particle species have different ionization energies, and 

hence dincrent intemal potential energies). The energy released in the Auger process, 

E - LI, has to exceed U (i.e. e > 2 U). Unlike JSEE, for PEE to occur, it does not require a 

minimum velocity (however it may be limited by the finite approach time of the ion to the 

surface). 

These two mechanisms are separable: when Ecm c LI, and a > 211, only PEE can 

occur. On the other hand, if E,, > U and E < 2U, only KEE can occur. The electron ernis- 

sion yield for singly-charged molecular ions incident on conversion surfaces that have 

been exposed to atmosphere is usually interpreted in the context of kinetic electron emis- 

sion, since the relation E > 2 U is not generally satisfied for the adsorbed molecules [12]. 

As described above, for KEE, a minimum energy must be transferred to a target 

electron to cause emission, and this energy corresponds to a threshold velocity for a given 

projectile-target combination. For incident atomic ions two extreme values can be identi- 
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fied for the threshold velocity depending on the mezhanism assumed for the energy trans- 

fer [12], binary ionelectron collisions or binary atomic collisions. For collisions between 

the incident ion and the fastest free electrons, velocities higher than 150kmls are required 

for emission h m  metals, consistent with extrapolation of the experimental results for 

Light projectiles [17]. However, if some of the momentun of the projectile is teansferrd to 

a target atom or the lattice, in atomic collisions, much lower thresholds are possible. The 

lowest possible threshold, determined by conservation of energy, corresponds to ail the 

kinetic energy k i n g  tramferreci to the target electron. For an oxygen projectile (the largest 

abundant atom in organic molecules) incident on a Iow work-function surface 

(O = 2.6eV ), this corresponds to about 5 W s  or O. 13 eVlu [ 121. The situation becornes 

more complicated with polyatomic projectiles, where multiple collisions could clearly 

reduce the threshold funher; obviously conservation of energy is not a limit if the total 

energy of the projectile is -30keV. 

Because the energy transferred to a target electron must exceed its binding energy, 

it is reasonable that most empirical or theoretical characterizations of kinetic electron 

emission have threshold velocity as a parameter. Such descriptions lead to extraction of 

threshold values fkom data acquired at higher velocities, without direct evidence of a true 

threshold. For example, in binary atomic collisions, the extrapolated value of the threshold 

velocity is -45 W s  for gas-covered, electron multiplier surfaces [18], roughly indepen- 

dent of the type of bombarding ions. However, if a different mechanism dominates for 

velocities near or below the extrapolated "threshold", the term is inappropriate. As early as 

1958, measurements of kuietic electron emission for atomic ions on metals have been 

reported for velocities down to 15 krn/s, a factor of 3 lower than the extrapolated threshold 

1191. Similar resuits have been r epmd more recenly [11.20] for velocities as low as 

1 2 W s  [ 1 11. The emission probability in these experiments was very low (S 1 04) and the 

measurements were limited by urperimental sensitivity and not by an obvious threshold 

velocity. The measurewnts of Beuhler and Friedman [1,3] using large water clusters, are 

in the same velocity range, but because of the large polyatomic projectiles, contribution to 
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"molecular effects" in KEE, the emission efficiency was greatly enhanced. Indeed, values 

of electron yield less than one electron per incident cluster could not be rneasured by their 

method. The interpretation of the lowest velocity for which a yield higher than 1 is 

obsemd, as a threshold velocity is therefore rather arbitrary. There is a clear need to 

determine the behaviour of the electron yield at lower velocities typically encountered in 

detecting MALDI ions. 

The expectation from previous work was that the eiectron yield would vanish at 

low velocities 11-31, and that seems to be consistent with some of the measurements of the 

ratio of the electron-to-ion yields [4]. However our previous measurements of the elec- 

tron-to-ion ratio indicate clearly that the electron signal does not vanish, at least for energy 

per mass unit as low as 0.25eV/u (7 W s )  [5,8]. For this velocity, the ratio is -0.10 and 

only weakly dependent on mas. These earlier measurements give no information on abso- 

lute yield, but measurements made at Orsay [6] for 18 keV albumin (0.3eV/u) incident on 

Cs1 give an absolute secondary ion yield > 1 and an electron-to-ion ratio of about 0.06. 

In this experiment, using single-ion counting methods and a coincidence technique 

similar in principle to the method used by the Orsay group 161, we measure the absolute 

emission efficiency of secondary electrons and secondary ions as a function of the velocity 

and mass of the molecular ions incident on different surfaces for velocities d o m  to 

3 S W s  (O.O6eV/u). Our primary interest is to detennine the feasibility of using the sec- 

ondary electrons for detection of high mass, low velocity molecular ions. In particular, for 

a given accelerating voltage, how does the efficiency of electron emission depend on mas, 

and what loss of efficiency (if any) must be tolerated to take advantage of the better t h e  

resolution accessible with detectors that use electron emission? 

The experimental arrangement show in Figure 3-1 is similar to the arrangement 

descnbed previously [5,8] with a few modifications. The molecular ions produced at the 
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Figure 3-1: Schematic diagram of the experiment. The relevant dimensions and 
voltages are given in the text. 

target by MALDI are accelerated into a primary flight tube (-83 cm long), pass through a 

smail adjustable iris (-55 cm from the target) and strike a conversion plate (converter) at 

45'. Secondary electrons and ions produced at the converter are accelerated into a second 

flight tube (- 18cm long) and are then detected in a 4cm diameter microchannel plate 

detector. Amplified signals h m  the microchannel plates are fed into a 255-stop time-to- 

digital converter (TK )  (mode1 CïN-M2, Institut de Physique Nucleaire, Orsay, France) 

connected by a custom interface to an Atari TT030 computer for data storage and andysis. 

Although single-ion counting methods have limitations, it is easier to interpret the data 

quantitatively than when a transient recorder is used. 

The primary ions were produced by laser pulses of width 1û-20 ns from a high 

repetition rate excimer laser -460-HR-B: Lurnonics Inc., Kanata, ON, Canada) inci- 

dent on the target at 70'. (The optics are shown in Figure 3-2.) Triggered by a digital delay 

generator (9650 EG&G PARC). the laser was typically operated at 300 Hz with XeCl(308 

nm). The power density was between 1 o6 and 10' wlcm2. controlled by a circula- gradient 

neutral density disk. The beam focus was manually rastered across the target with a dis- 

39 
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Figure 3-2: Optics for focusing laser on to target samples. 

placement plate. 

Primary ions were produced from standard samples of insulin (5733u), trypsin 

(-23 540u), human transferrin (-79 5 0 0 ~ )  and &galactosidase (-1 13 6 0 0 ~ ) .  These pep- 

tides were prepared according to the usual procedure for matrix-assistecl laser desorption 

[5] using sinapinic acid as a matrix. "Rimary" ions produced by the laser were accelerated 

across a potential difference V, (typically between 5-25kV) applied between the target 

and a grounded 90% transmission grid. The accelerated primary ions passed through a 

srnaii iris with adjustable size, positioned about 55 cm from the target. The aperture size 

could be varied fkom zero (completely closed) to - 5 mm2, allowing control of the prirnary 

ion transmission to the converter; usually it was set so that the probability of transmitting 

one ion per laser pulse was much less than unity. 

Secondas, ions and electrons were produced at the converter from surfaces of 

stainless steel and CsI; a few measurements were also made with CuBe. The stainless steel 

surface was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath in acetone, and rinsed with methanol. Cs1 sur- 

faces were prepared by evaporation onto a clan stainless steel disk under a vacuum of 

-1ûûrnTom The surfaces were then transported (at amiosphere) into the spectmmeter 

which is subsequently pumped to - 1 x 104 Torr. 

Secondary ions were accelerated between the converter at -100V and a grounded 

grid (95% transmission). A high transmission grid and low voltage were used to minimize 
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the production of spurious electrons [5,6,8]. To avoid detector saturation from the intense 

secondary electron signal created by the low-mass, primary ions h m  the matrix, the 

extraction voltage was pulsed fiom a small positive voltage to the -100V accelerating 

voltage at some appropriate delay tirne after the laser pulse. 

The front plate of the detector was held at +2kV to provide pst-acceleration for 

the low energy (100 eV) ions and electrons. A grounded 95% transmission grid about 1 cm 

in front of the detector maintained zero field in the flight tube. A schematic diagram of the 

detector is shown in Figure 3-3. 

A magnetic field produced by a coil wound around the detector was used to 

improve secondary electron transmission which is rather sensitive to saay magnetic fields, 

e-g., the earth's magnetic field. This applied field, which causes electrons to spiral into the 

detector, was increased empîrically until the transmission saturated at a value about 408 

higher than with zero applied field. The measured field strength for the o p h u m  (6A 

through 100 tums) was - 10G near the detector and -3G near the converter. 

&-1+2 I<V port acrsieration 

Secondary 
Secondary 

Electrons and 
Negative Ions 

T 
1000 pf, 6 kV 

signal 
to 

pre-amp 

Figure 3-3: Secondary electron and secondary ion detector. 
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3.2.2 The Coincidence Method 

When a large number of molecular ions No are incident on a solid surface (the converter), 

the number of secondary electrons ejected Ne is given by 

N, = Y,N* 

where y, is the secondary electron emission coefficient. Simiiarly for the secondary ions: 

Ni  = yiNo 

Ideally. our aim is to determine the secondary electron and ion coefficients as a function of 

mass and velocity for different surfaces. 

Assuming the electron multiplicity follows a Poisson distribution [2 11, the proba- 

bility for ejecting exactly n electrons from a single primary ion impact is 

The vaLidity of Poisson statistics has not k e n  ngorously demonstrated for low velocity 

projectiles where y < 1 , but the assumption is reasonable based on results at higher veloc- 

ities where y > 1 [2 11. 

The e lec tm emission eficiency E, corresponds to the probability for ejecting one 

or more electrons for a single primary ion impact. Thus, 

E, = 1 - PJO)  

= 1 - exp (-y,) 

where PJO)  is the probability that no electrons are emitted. Similarly, the secondary ion 

mission &ciency is defined as 

Ei ' 1 - Pi(0)  (3-2) 

where P,(O) is the probability that no ions are emitted, which may or may not be Poisson 

distributed. Note that E, represents the pmbabiliiy that a single primary ion is detected by 

electron emission. Whereas the electron coefficient y, c m  take any positive value, the effi- 

ciency E, is necessarily les~ than (or equal to) unity because an incident primary ion pro- 

duces at most one pulse in a single-ion counting system regardless of the number of 



electmns ejected. T'us, E, is a measurable quantity with single-ion counting. Similarly for 

q. 

M e r  N events where exactly one primary ion hits the surface, the measured 

number of secondary electrons, ne, and secondary ions, ni, is given by 

ne = E,N (3-3) 

ni = eiN (3-4) 

Thus, if one or more electrons are ejected at the same tirne, then it wiiI ody count as one 

m e a s d  event due to the single-ion counting with the TDC. The same is m e  with the 

ejected ions. 

The number of events in which both an electron and an ion are ejected (in coinci- 

dence) is given by 

nei = E , ~ N  (3-5) 

assuming that there is no correlation between the electrons and negative ions. Combhing 

Eqn. (3-3, the coincidence relation, with Eqns. (3-3) and (3-4) gives 

where ne, ni and nei are all measurable quantities with single-ion counting. 

Finaliy, the electron emission coefficient y,, can be calculated ffom Eqn. (3-1): 

y, = -ln(l-E,) (3-8) 

Taking into account electron transmission, I: of the instrument, Eqn. (3-8) becornes 

ye = -h ( 1 - ee)/T (3-9) 

where y,T is the total number of electrons that reach the detector. In this expriment the 

electron transmission is mainly limited by the fids (T = 0 . 9 5 ~ ) ;  the path of the ejected 

electruns is otherwise weU containeci as there is a short secondary flight nibe and a mag- 

netic field to axially confine the electrons. In addition, there is a large (+2kV) p s t  accel- 



-- 

eration on the detector and the detector is run in saturation mode so its efficiency is close 

to unity. 

For experimentai data with appreciable associavd uncertainties. this conversion is 

only rcliable for efficiencies considerably less than unity. As the efficiency approaches 

unity, the corresponding uncertainty in y ,  Ay, becomes more and more magnified, as 

- A% - -  
1 -&, 

For this reason, although the emission coefficients are more fundamental, the data in this 

experiment are f k t  presented as efficiencies. This is. in any case, the relevant figure-of- 

merit in determining the molecular weight range of the technique. particularly when sin- 

gle-ion counting is used. Only the probability that an ion wili produce one or more sec- 

ondary electrons (or ions) is imporîant in determining whether it will be detected or not. 

The actual number of electrons that are produced only influences the necessary gain of the 

amplification electronics. (The emission coefficient is of course relevant to the relative 

intensity of different peaks when a transient recorder is used, and is therefore related to 

mass discrimination.) 

Randorn Correlations 

The equations above are valid under the condition that only one or zen, primary ions strike 

the surface of the converter for every successful laser desorption event. Random correla- 

tions occur when two primary ions strike the converter. distorthg the resdts. To experi- 

mentalty control the number of primary ions hitting the converter, an iris (mentioned 

above) is placed between the MALDI ion source and the converter. The aperture is set 

s d  enough so that the probability for transmission of a single prirnary ion is much 

s d e r  than unity to minimize the number of random correlations. 

To determine the extent of the random contributions, correlations with a second 



primaq ion projectile (usually the doubiy charged molecular ion) are also monitored. If 

the number of events where both the singly-charged (A) and doubly-charged (B) primary 

ions pass through the iris (AB or BA) is kept very low, then the number of events where 

two singlythmged (AA) or two doubly-charged (BB) prirnary ions pass through the iris is 

lower by a factor of two assuming ail four possibilities have equal probability. 'Spically 

thc probability for a singly and doubly charged ion to be detected in the same event is Iess 

thao 5%. Thus reasonable accuracy can be expected for efficiencies > - 10%. 

Data Acquisition 

The measured time intervals nom each laser shot are analysed and sorted by the 

data acquisition software and two spectra are recorded. The first spectnim is the full spec- 

tnim; it is simply a histogram of all the recorded time intervals between the laser pulse and 

the detection of secondary ions and electrons. An example of such a bill spectrum is 

shown in Figure 3-4a The second spectrum (Figure 3-4b) is a coincidence spectrum; it is 

a histogram of the recorded time intervals fiom selected events in which at least one meas- 

ured the  interval f d s  within a certain, pre-dehed time window. 

To measure n,i, a tirne-window is set with the software around the electron peak 

fiom the primary ion of interest, and if an electron is counted within this window for a 

given laser shot, then the measured stop tirnes for that event are recorded separately in a 

coincidence spectrum, as in Figure 3-4b. Thus, after several (hundred) laser shots, the 

number of ions counted, ni, in the coincidence spectnun is, in fact, the number of events, 

n,, where both electrons and ions were ejected. The efficiencies ee and Ei (for any single 

secondary ion species) can then be calculated fiom the two spectra using Eqns. (3-6) 

and (3-7); the values of ne and ni are obtained fiom the full spectnim, Figure 3-4ê 

To improve the statistics and because individual ion species are not resolved, it was 

necessary to integrate the intensity for ail ion species which range in mass from about 1 u 

to 12511 for the quantities of ni and n, However, the development of Eqns. (3-6) and (3-7) 

assumes that multiple secondary ions nom the same primary ion are counted as a single 
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Figure 3-4: (a) TOF spectnim of secondary ions and secondary electrons produced 
at a stainless steel surface by bombardment with singly- and doubly-charged molec- 
d a .  ions of human transfemn (79 5ûûu) at 10 and 20keV. respectively. (b) Coinci- 
dence spectnun recorded with a tirne window around the secondary electron peak for 
incident w+H]+. The inset shows the integrated counts for the indicated peaks, 
showing the degree of random coincidences form dinerent incident projectiles. 

pulse. This is the case for secondary ions of the same species but not usuaiiy for secondary 

ions of different species. To maintain the validity of Eqns. (3-6) and (3-7), an additional 

constraint was applied using the software so that at most one ion within the selected range 

was registered for a given event; in effect the deadtime was incrrased in a selected tirne 

range. Thus ni and n, represent the total number of events in which at Ieast one secondq 

ion is detected in the selected range of 1 u to 12% in other words, ai l  ions between 1 u and 

1251.1 are treated a single peak in the mass spectmm. 
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3 3  R a t s  & Discussion 

The determinaiion of the secondary electron and ion emission efficiency using the coinci- 

dence technique is illustrated for incident molecular ions of human transferrin (79 500u) 

at lOkeV (0.13eVh). Figure 3 4 a  shows the full spectmn of the secondary ions and elec- 

trons ejected by collisions of the m+H]+ and w+~H]~+  ions with the converter. 

Figure 3-4b is the coincidence spectrum recorded with a tirne window around the second- 

ary electron peak for m+.i]+. The number of counts h m  m+2w2+ in the coincidence 

specaum compared to the full spectrum indicates the degree of random comlations. in 

this case less than 3%. On the other hand, the percentage of the ions fiom the w+H]+ ion 

in correlation with the electrons from the same primary ion is about 1646. Thus 16% of the 

events in which an ion is observed also produce an electron, that is, E, = nei/ni = 0.16. 

where n,i is the yield of the secondary ions in the coïncident spectnim (between 87 and 

102111s). The data also indicate that in 64% of the events in which an electron is observed, 

an ion is also obserwd. that is ei = nei/n,  = 0.64 . 
Figure 3-5 shows the secondary electron efnciency as a function of energy per unit 

mass for insulin, trypsin, transferrin and p-galactosidase incident on a Cs1 surface and a 

stainless steel (SS) surface. The data have been correctecl for known losses due to grids, 

using Eqns. (3- 1) and (3-9) giving 

in which the geomeeical transmission was taken as T; other possible losses have not been 

accounted for. For both surfaces, the electron efficiency decreases with decreasing velocity 

for a given mass, and for a given velocity, the efficiency increases for larger masses. The 

SS plot in Figure 3-5 also shows that the secon* electron yields are very similar for 

both the singly-charged and doubly-charged molecular ions of transferrin at the same 

velocity. 

The efiiciency for ion emission for the same projectiles and surfaces is shown in 
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Figure 3-5: Efficiency of secondary electrons emission E, for various incident 
projectiles on a Cs1 surface and a stainless steel (SS) surface. The efficiency 
was corrected for known losses due to grids. The error bars represent statistical 
uncertainty. The curves are fi& of the denved electron coefficient (using 
Eqn. (3-9)) to a velocity dependence given by y, = y,exp(-v,/v) . 

Figure 3-6. As has been reported before [6], the efficiency is close to unity even for low 

velocities, where it is considerably higher than the electron efficiency. 

It is useful to separate the influence of the mass and the velocity in the electmn 

emission data. If the average number of ejected electrons, y,, is simply proportional to the 

primary ion mass, Le. to the number of atoms in the molede,  then it is reasonable to nor- 

malize the data by dividing Y, by the mass, or by the number of components in the projec- 

tile. Such an additivity rule, which assumes the atoms interact independently with the 

surface, is not universally applicable, and depends on the velocity regime and the size of 
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Figure 36: Efnciency of secondary ion emission (for ions between 1 and 
125~1) for various incident projectiles on a Cs1 surfaces and a stainless steal 
(SS) surface. The efficiency was correcteci for know losses due to grids. The 
error bars represent statisticd uncertainty. 

the projecules [3,12]. It appears to hold for water clusters incident on Cu at low velocities 

[l], and for peptides incident on microchamel plates at velocities down to 15 W s  [22]. 

Deviations from the additivity d e  were reportai for water clusters on A1203 and for p e p  

tides at relatively high velocities (> 100 W s )  on Cs1 and N24 surfaces [23]. Recent mea- 

surements for large multiplycharged molecular ion projectiles at velocities above 

-3Okm/s show a iinear dependence on mass for a graphite surface but a sublinear depend- 

ence (proportional to for N203 [24]. The present data for electron emission 

(Figure 3-5) fall more or less on a single curve if the denved emission coefficient (y,), cd- 

culated with Eqn. (3-9). is divided by the mass of the projectile, as  shown in F i g w  3-7. 

The degree of fluctuation in these reduced coefficients is rather large. but Figure 3-7 indi- 
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Figure 3-7: Reduced electron yields ( y , / m  ) for various projectiles on a Cs1 
surface and a stainless steal (SS) surface. The measured eniciencies were 
converted to yields y, with Eqn. (3-9) and divided b~ the mass of the projec- 
tile. The lines through the data are fits to y, = av ; where the exponent is 
2.1 for the stainless steel target and 3.3 for the Cs1 target. The fit from the SS 
data is reproduced as a dashed line on the Cs1 plot for cornparison. 

cates the data are at least consistent with a linear mass dependence. 

A non-linear yield enhancement has not been reported for electron emission by 

polyatomic bombardment in this velocity range. The deviations from linearity mentioned 

above ail correspond to yields that are lower than the surn of the expected yields for the 

constituent atoms. However, for dust particles at velocities as low as O.lkm/s, kinetic 

emission by the individual atoms is not possible and the electron emission is attributed to a 

heat spike produced by the impact of the cluster, clearly a collective effect [12]. The detec- 

tion of electrons in our experiment at velocities down to 3.5km/s (O.MeV/u) similarly 

suggests a cooperative effect may be prcsent even if cornparisons betwetn various large 
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polyatomic projectiles do not indicate an enhancement. The decrease of the electron yield 

with decreasing velocity is characteristic of kinetic electron emission, but there is no indi- 

cation of a threshold, and at the lowest velocity the individual atoms do not have sufncient 

energy to induce kinetic emission; atoms smaller than O have energy less than 1 eV. 

The electron emission data for the individuai projectiles (Figure 3-5) fit an expo- 

nential dependence on the inverse velocity, y, = y,exp(-vJv) [12], but collectively the 
I 

reduced data (Figure 3-7) are better describeci by a simple power law. The dependence on 

velocity in this range appears to be approximately quadratic for the stainless steel surface, 

and cubic for the Cd surface. 

Figure 3-7 indicates that the Merence between the secondary electron yield from 

non-charactenzed surfaces of stainless steel and Cs1 surface. As previously reported 

[8,23,25] Cs1 gives a significant enhancement in the electron yield compared to stainless 

steel, when the incident energy per mass unit is z l eV/u. This is tme even after both sur- 

faces have been exposed to atmosphere and are examinecl at I O - ~ T O ~ ;  although the 

enhancement decreases with prolonged exposure to atmosphere [a]. The present results 

also show that the enhancement is reduced at lower velocities, and below about 0.4eV/u, 

there appears to be little dependence on the type of conversion surface, although a some- 

what higher efficiency is observed for the stainless steel surface. The influence of the 

velocity on the surface dependence is illustratecl clearly in Figure 3-8 which shows a com- 

parison between the spectra obtained from the two surfaces using different primary projec- 

tiles with an energy of about 20keV. For cytochrome C at l.SeV/u there is a large 

enhancement (by about a factor of 6) in the intensity of the secondary electron peak from a 

Cs1 converter, and there is no noticeable enhancement for albumin W+H]+ at 0.3eV/u. 

This result is reasonable since lower velocity projectiles are lücely to be more sensitive to 

surface contaminants and less sensitive to the nature of the substrate. Measurements of 

emission efficiency with a CuBe surface were not appreciably dinerent h m  those 

obtained with a stainless steel surface in this mass and velocity regime. 

The curves obtained in Figure 3-7 are plois of the reduced electron coefficients as a 
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Figum 3-8: TOF spectra of secondary electrons and secondary ions from three 
projectiles incident on a Cs1 surface and a stainless steel (SS) surface. The indi- 
cated fiight timc includes the flight time of the incident projectile. The electron 
peaks from the three projectiles (which have dinerent velocities) are denoted. The 
clear enhancement observed with a Cs1 target for high velocity projectiles is absent 
at lower velocities (higher times). 

function of velocity, where both the energy and primary ion mass were varied However, 

for a given m a s  spectnim. aU the projectiles of various masses have the same energy. 

Thus, a more practical curve should indicate the efficiency as a function of mass for a 

given energy. We have used the data of Figure 3-7 to derive such a plot for several different 

accelerating voltages in thc range typical of MALDI; the results are shown in Figure 3-9. 

For accelerating voltage at or above 30 kV (the most common value) Figure 3-6 shows 

that detection based on ion emission gives efficiency near unity for the entire mass range, 

as mentioned above. Figure 3-9 shows that detection based on electron emission for this 

voltage is somewhat lower (about 50% for rnolecular weight of 100 W u )  but still clearly 
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Figure 3-9: Efnciency for electron emission from a Cs1 surface as a fuaction of 
projectile mass for various accelerating voltages. The c w e s  are derived from the 
fit to the data of Figure 3-7. 

feasible. 

Recently. the Orsay group, by employing single-ion counting, has made measure- 

ments of secondary electmn emission yields fiom a Cs1 surface under impact of large 

molecular ions at low velocities [26] in a similar mass and velocity range as in this experi- 

ment. Figure 3-10 shows the Orsay data superimposed on the plot fiom Figure 3-7 with 

the Cs1 target. The Orsay data are systematically lower by about a factor of 5 at O. 1 eV/u 

and a factor of 2 at 1 eVh. In estimating transmission (detection efficiency), several fac- 

tors can effect the yields, such as, for example, random comelations (discussed above), 

impact angle. and the exact nature of impact surface. Thus the ciifference between the two 

measurements are not surprising . 

3.4 Conclusion 

Eloctron and ion emission were observed fkom stainless steel and Cs1 for incident projec- 
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Figure 3-10: Cornparison of reduced electron coefficient for this experi- 
ment (data from Figure 3-7, Cs1 target) and recent Orsay data [26]. 

tile velocities as low as 3 S M s  (O.WeV/u). Using secondary ion emission, the detection 

efficiency in mass spectrometry of large molecdar ions up to at least 300 ûûûu, can be 

nea. 100% if the ions are accelerated to 3OkeV. The efficiency of a detector that relies on 

secondary electron emission is somewhat lower but still near 3096 for this extreme case. 

For large molecular ions with energy per unit mass less than OdeV/u. the detection effi- 

ciency is insensitive to the nature of the surface in a modest vacuum (- 1 0 ~  Torr). 



A Method for Metastable-ion Analysis in a 
Reflecting TOF Instrument with 
Precursor Ion Selection 

This experiment is quite dinerent fiom those reported in the previous two chapters, king 

more application-orientated (practicd) and less hindamental. Though we are not directly 

investigating the desorption/ionization process itself, the project is related as we are ana- 

lysing the fiagrnent ions produced due to the energy transferred from the desorptionhoni- 

zation event, specifically in MALDI. 

Since the start of organic MS, the trend has been to try to desorb and ionize larger 

and larger intact biomolecules. Limiting the Pace of success in this goal has been the h g -  

mentation of the biomolecules due to the still relatively harsh desorpti~~onization tech- 

niques. MALDI has successfully produced intact molecular ions up to mass 300 O D a ,  

however. even with tbis "sofi" ionization process, there is still signincant degree of metast- 

able ion hgmentation, which can actually be rather useful. The unimolecular decay of 

peptides offers a way to obtain sequence and stnictural information, and in this chapter we 

are proposing a variation on the standard method for analysing such fragments of molecu- 

lar ions. 

4.1 htroduction 

Molecular ion fragmentation in a reflecting TOF instrument (Figure 4-1) can occur any 
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Figure 4-1: Schematic diagram of the reflecting tirne-of-fiight mass spectrometer 
and data system. See Experimental section on page 65 for details. 

t h e  after production and before detection. However, the fragments that appear in the 

spectrurn as separated peaks are those that are produced in the field-free region afier the 

ions have been accelerated out of the ion source and before they enter the &or. This 

decay stem primarily from the multiple collisions of analyte ions with matrix molecules 

during early plume expansion and ion acceleration [l 1. 
Reflecting tirne-of-flight m a s  spectrometers provide an elegant method of obtain- 

hg daughter-ion spectra nom the metastable decay of parent peptides. The idea was h t  

demonstrateci in PDMS by LeBeyec et al [2] and for SIMS by Tang et al [3]. The method 

was iotroduced for MALDI by Spengler et al 1433 who referred to it as "post-source 

dacay" (PSD) . 
Figure 4-1 shows a schematic diagram of a TOF spectrometer with a single-stage 

ion minor. A full description of the instrument is in the Experimental section on page 65. 
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A normal TOF spectrum is obtained when ions produced at the target by a laser pulse are 

accelerated to an energy qV, and follow the long-dashed path to the detector without 

breaking up. In this case the mass m is nlated to the measured time t (for a singly charged 

ion) by the equation 

and the constants a and t ,  are determined by caïbrating with two peaks of know identity. 

This is the standard calibration equation used in TOF-MS for both hear and reflecting 

MS instruments. 

The mimr provides velocity focusing to reduce the Muence of initial velocity on 

the flight tirne and is set to provide focusing for ions with a mean energy of qV,. Variations 

fkom the velocity comsponding to this energy are compensated to fint order in a single- 

stage mirror (shown in Figure 4-1) and to second order in a two-stage mirror. 

If an ion breaks up in the field-- region before it enters the mirror, the total flight 

tirne of the daughter ion wili be smaller than that of the parent ion because it has less 

energy (less mass and approximately the same velocity) and is therefore reflected by the 

mirror in less time (shortdashed c w e  in Figure 4-1). For one- or two-stage mirrors, 

daughter ion peaks with molecular mass md near the parent mass mp have comparable res- 

olution to that of the parent and appear in the spectrum close to the position predicted by 

the original calibration quation, that is fid E a(td - t,) , where td is the measured tirne- 

of-fight of the daughter ion. This is because the daughter ion energy is close to the energy 

for which the &or is optimized and so it provides compensation for the fhction of 

energy Iost (m, - rnd) / rnp  in the decay, as weii as focusing for the energy s p ~ a d .  How- 

ever, as the mass of the daughter ion decreases, its energy departs m e r  nom the opti- 

mum, resulting in broader peaks and greater displacement fiom the mass position 

predicted by the usual calibration. For this reason, daughter ion spectra obtained with uni- 

form-field mirrors are n o d y  acquired in segments with different mirror voltages. 

If the mirror voltage is reduced fkom Vm (the optimum for the parent ions that do 

not fragment) to Vk = Vm(md/m,) ,  then it wiil be optimized for daughters of miss rnk 
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In this case, the rnirror provides much better compensation for the energy spread of the 

âaughter and thus much sharper peaks are obtained. The Gght time of the daughter ion 

under these new conditions is the same as the parent ion with the original mirror voltage; 

the daughter ion now follows the long-dashed line in Figure 4- 1. Thus. reducing the minor 

voltage restores the resolution, but changes the calibration equation. As above, with this 

new minor voltage Vk , other daughter ions with masses close to rnd will also have com- 

parable resolution to that of the ion of m a s  md and appears in the spectrum close to the 

position predicted by the new calibration equation. thus allowing mass de teka t ion  for a 

segment of daughter ion masses. This procedure of decreasing the mirror voltage to obtain 

a segment of daughter ion masses requires a different calibration for each new mûror volt- 

age. a calibration which depends on an accurate measurement of the voltage. Furthemore, 

a rather complicated algorithm is needed to assemble a complete fragment ion mass spec- 

m. 
The effect of decreasing the mirror voltage is illustratecl graphicaily in Figure 4-2. 

The curves are generated using the condition for minimum flight tirne, namely 

aT/avo = O ,  where T is the total Bight time of a parent ion and v, is the initial velocity 

such that v, = J 2 w m  = constant; in other words, v, is the velocity of an ion after 

acceleration with zero initial velocity. See [6] for details of the calculation. For a single- 

stage mirror, by satisfying this condition, the Sght tirne is independent of axial velocity to 

first order for parent ions of every mass, that is 

where L is the total length of the field-& path and 6 is the velocity deviation fiom vo . 
The curves in Figure 4-2 were generated using Eq. (4-2) to second order assuming 

L = 0.8m with a parent ion mass of m, = 1300~ .  Thus the tlight the has a parabolic 

dependence on the initial velocity deviation and the compensation occurs if the mean 

velocity is at the minimum of the parabla, that is, 6 = 0. 

In the example of Figure 4-2, the target accelerating potential is Va = 10kV , so 
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Figure 4-2: Theoretical fight times as a function of ion kinetic energy showing the 
effkct of decreasing the &or voltage. In this example, the target voltage is 
Va = 10keV. and the daughter ion mass is md = m p / 2  . See text for an explanation. 

the parent ion acquires the full lOkeV, and the rnirror is optimized to correct for srnall var- 

iations in the initial velocity of the parent ion. In other words, the fight time is, to first 

order, insensitive to changes in the initial velocity. Thus the Bight time of a lOkeV parent 

ion falls at the minimum of the T versus kinetic energy (KE) cwe. If the parent ion 

dacays, Say, as in this example, to a daughter ion of mass md = m p / 2 ,  then the energy of 

the daughter ion is half the parent ion energy (not taking into account the relatively smaU 

amount of energy associated with the dbcay process) and thus the energy of the daughter 

ion is not optimum for the mirror. That is. small variations in the velocity of the daughter 

ion wili appreciably effect the flight the .  Decreasing the &or voltage to optimize the 
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minor for a 5keV ion, inmases the flight time of the daughter ion (as it penetrates deeper 

into the mirror, as mentioned above) but places it at the bottom of the T versus KE curve 

and therefore provides focusing. This example also illustrates the sensitivity of the mirror 

voltage on the be-of-fiight; a 1% change in the mirror voltage causes a 0.5% change in 

the flight the. 

We have developed an alternative method which is the same in principle as  the one 

describe above but has some practical advantages. Instead of leaving the target voltage 

constant, and acquiring spectnim segments for various r e h e d  mirror voltages, the mirror 

voltage is left constant and spectnim segments are acquired for various increasing target 

voltages. 

4.2 Proposed Method for Acquiring Daughter Ion Spectra 

Under the initial conditions, with the mirror voltage set to V, and the target set to Va, the 

mirror is optimized for the parent ions with energy qV,.  Daughter ions. formed in the 

field-& region before the &or, have energy qV,(md/m,) which in general is rather 

far from the optimum. However, if the acceleraîing voltage is increased to the value Vi 

given by 

v; = Va(rnp/rnd) (4-3) 

then daughters of mass md have the optimum energy qV, for the mirror. This gives the 

daughter ions the same energy as prompt fkagments (ions produced at the target) with the 

target at is initial voltage setting of Va. Therefore the relationship between the mass of this 

particular daughter and its £iight time is given by the original calibration giving in 

Eq. (4-1): ,& = o(td - 1,). Thus, when target voltage is increased from Va to Vi to 

bring the energy of a daughter ion to the optimum for the mirror. its fiight time changes, 

moving the ion to its comct m+z value as predicted by the original calibration preformed 

with thc parent ion spectnim. This means that the van'ous segments of the the-of-fiight 

spectra can simply be joioed together, end to end, and the original caiibcation will be valid 

over the entire composite spectrum. 
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The effect of increasing the accelerating voltage is illustratecl graphically in 

Figure 4-3. As in Figure 4-2, the curves were generated using Eq. (4-2), however the ini- 

tial accelerating voltage was Va = 5keV. The mirmr voltage is optimized for parent ions 

of this energy. but is not for a daughter ion of, say, half the mass (thus, half the energy). By 

increasing the accelerating potential, in this case, to Va = IOkeV, the energy of the 

daughter ion is increased to SkeV, and so then the mirror is optimized for this species. This 

exampIe also illustrates the relative insensitivity of the fiight tirne on the accelerating volt- 

age; a 21% change in the target voltage causes a 0.51 change in the flight t h e ,  whereas 

only a 1% change in the mirror voltag is required to cause the same 0.5% change in the 

flight time. Thus the fight time is about 20 tirnes more sensitive to variations in the mirror 

voltage than to variations in the accelerating voltage, under optimum focusing conditions. 

Just as when the mirror voltage is reduced, by increasing from Va to V& , al l  par- 

ent ions, as well as daughter ions with masses larger than mp(V,/V',) will pass through 

the mimr and not get reflected back because they have too much energy. 

For a given segment of daughter ion masses close to md for a given increase in tar- 

get voltage Vi , the calibration applies exactly only for daughter ion of mass md as aven 

in Eq. (4-3). For ions that deviate from the optimum ratio. a correction is still necessary, 

but this is srnail, and is applied to an accurately known calibration. The same sort of cali- 

bration is required within segments obtained with reduced &or voltages, but then a new 

caiibration mua fhst be detemiined, and the correction must be applied to that. 

D e m t d n  of the Correction Applïed to Each Segment 

In a reflezting time-of-flight mass spectrometer with a single-stage ion &or, for a given 

accelerating voltage 4, there is a simple relationship between the total flight the  Td of 

the daughter ion of mass md and the total ftight t h e  7''' of its parent of mass mp [6], which 

is 
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Figure 4-3: (a) Theoretical Bight times as a function of ion kinetic energy showing 
the effmt of increasing the target (accelerating) voltage. In this example, the target 
voltage is Va = SkeV . and the daughter ion mass is md = m p / 2 .  See text for expla- 
nation. (b) the effect of small variations in the accelerating voltage on the fiight tirne. 
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The correction Amd needed for the initial accelerating voltage & (the first segment of 

daughter ion peaks) is defined as the difference between the measured mass (as given by 

the original calibration in Eq. (4-1)) and the achial mass md: 

Note that td is the measured (or "practicai") Bight tirne, and Td is the tme (or actual) 0ight 

time such that Td = td - t ,  . where to corresponds to some delay time constant in the 

electmnics; similarly for the parent ion. Eq. (4-5) can be ewritten as 
* 

Thus, substituting in Eq. (4-4) gives 

2 2 However, fiom Eq. (4-1) we have m p  = a ( t p  - t,) , thus Eq. (4-7) becomes 

Expanding. the correction Amd for the initial accelerating voltage Va (with the mirror 

optimized for the parent) is given as a quadratic equation in ternis of md: 

When the target voltage is increased fiom Va to Vi so that 

(as in Eq. (43)), the mirror is then optimized for rn; and then Eq. (4-4) becomes 

when Ti is the ûight time for rn: with target accelerating voltage VL . Thus, subse- 
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quently, the correction Amd in Eq. (4-9) becomes 

Finally, substituting Eq. (4-10) into Eq. (4-12) yields 

Thus, for a given segment of daughter ion masses at an increased accelerating voltage 

Vi , a daughter ion of mass md wd be shifted by Amd (as defined in Eq. (4-5)) from the 

predicted mass m by the original calibration & = a(td - 2,) of the parent ion 

spectnim; that is 

A more useful version of Eq. (4-13) is obtained by substituting it into Eq. (4-14) and solv- 

hg for md 

where the positive root was taken (as md > O ). The parent ion mass mp is know h m  cali- 

brating the parent ion spectnim, the ratio (VL /Va) 5 1 is easily detemiined for each 

increased target voltage V: and the measured daughter ion masses m within each seg- 

ment spectmm defined by VL can now be used to find the correct mass rnb 

Precutsor Ion Selection 

To obtain useful metastable decay information from a mixture of peptides, such as, for 

example, an enzymatic digest of a protein, precursor ion selection is necessary. For this 

purpose, a Bradbury-Nielsen ion gaie [8,9] was designed and built, dong with the control- 

h g  electronics. Our proposed method of PSD analysis is demonstrated using prccunor 

ion selection for a mixhire of four peptides. 
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A schematic diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 4- 1 on page 56. A pulsed nitro- 

gen laser (ND337: Laser Science, Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) is triggered by a clock run- 

ning at about 2Hz (limited by the &ta handling of the transient recorder) and irradiates a 

sample through a Mcm focal length lens at about 77" to the normal. The samples are pre- 

pared according to the usual procedure for MALDI [IO] using acyano4hydroxycin- 

namic acid (aCHCA) as the matrix, and deposited on a target substrate. Ions formed by 

the laser pulse are accelerated by the electric field between the substrate (target) at an elec- 

tric potential Va and a grounded grid (90% transmission), which is about 1 cm in front of 

the target, and travel dong a straight line until they enter an electrostatic mirror. At the 

entrance to the mirror there is another grounded grid and the opposite end of the mirror, 

about 30cm away, is at an electric potential V, (normally a litîle greater than Va). Ions are 

re0ected through about 177" by the mirror and are detected by an ion detector. The total 

equivalent path length is about 2m. For details on this instrument and the ion optics of the 

mirror, see [6]. The shown apparatus, excluding the laser and the electronics is contained 

in a vacuum chamber operathg at a pressure of 1 pTorr or less. 

The ions are detected at an electron converter coated with CsI; secondary electrons 

produced at the converter by the impact of ions an bent through 180' by a magnetic field 

to a chevron microchanne1 plate detector. The signal nom the detector is suitably ampli- 

fied by a preampliner and recorded by a transient recorder, and transferred to a cornputer. 

Signals resulting fkom ions fomed by several successive laser puises are acquired and 

may be averaged to improve the signal to noise ratio. 

The procedure to acquire a composite spectnim is as follows: An ordinary parent 

ion mass spectrum is k t  acquired using relatively low voltages, Say Va = 5kV , with the 

correspondhg optimum value of the mimr voltage V' (see below). This parent ion spec- 

tnim is then calibrated in the usual way. In this experiment, the mass of the parent molecu- 

lar ion was known and used for calibrating, dong with either sorne known, light weight, 

prompt fkagment or some alkali ion peak. 
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Figure 4-4: Plotting tlight time of benzoperyline as a function of acceler- 
ating voltage. keeping mirror voltage h e d  thus finding the optimum ion 
kinetic energy for the ion mirror. 

Next, a series of spectra are acquired for various increased values of the accelerat- 

h g  voltage Vi . For example, good resolution over the entire mass range could be 

obtained with six spcctra, each one run with about a 40% increase in the accelerating volt- 

age over its value in the previous spectrum. The h a 1  target voltage would be 

Vi = 20kV . The section (segment) of each spectnim near the daughter ion for which the 

mirror voltage is optimum, with masses close to md = rnp(V,/V',), is then cut out elec- 

tronically and combined with similarly selected segments from other spectra for different 

An example of optimizing the ion mirror for velocity focusing is illustrated in 

Figure 4-4 using benzoperyline (1 17Da) as the molecular ion. The mirror voltage was set 

to V, = 5.60kV and then the accelerating voltage was varied, until a minimum in the 

flight time was found. For benzoperyline this occurred at Va = 4.8 1 kV . Thus the mirmr 

is optimum for parent ions with Va = 4.81 kV . However, the minimum flight t h e  is not 

obtained with the same value of Va for which maximum resolution occurs, as shown in 
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Figure 4-5. The maximum resolution, in the case of LHRH with V,,, = 5.16 kV , occurs at 

about Va = S.OkV, 7% larger that where the minimum TOF occurs. This difference 

exists because variations in 6 and variations in Va contribute differently to the acceleration 

the .  Regardless, for a given V,, choosing the exact value for Va for which the parent ion 

has the optimum energy for focusing is not critical because, as will be seen later, the ratio 

Va/ V o  is determined empiricdy. 

The procedure described above can be applied to a mixture of peptides by using precunor 

ion selection. The ion gate. shown in Figure 4-6, is similar in design to that used in [I l ] .  It 

is placed at the entrance to the mirror (-50cm after the target) as shown in Figure 4-7(a). 

The ion gate consists of 50 parallel wires that are O. 1 mm in diameter and spaced 1 mm 

apart (90% transmission). The gate is nomally closed with f 7ûûV applied to altemate 

wires that are electrically isolated. The gate has an even number of wires in order to keep 

the gate electrically neutrd on average; othenvise the flight tirne of the ions would be 

altered thus spoiling the calibration. Other important design parameters to minimize field 

penetration into the field-fke region of the fight tube are to ensure uniforin spacing of the 

wires and that the wires are in the same plane. From SIMION (a numcericd, ion-trajectory 

simdator program) calculations, for an ideal Bradbury-Nielsen ion gate, the elecaic field 

drops to negligible values at a distance from the plane of the ion gate on the order of the 

wire spacing. 

When the gate is closed the ions passing through the gate are deflected as shown in 

Figure 47@).The useful fragmentation of the parent ions in PSD occurs, as mentioned 

above, in the first field-- region between the grounded grid near the target and the 

grounded grid at the entrance to the mirror. When a parent ion decays in this region all the 

fiagment particles have approximately the same velocity as the original parent (not taking 

into account the relatively small amount of energy invoived with the ragmenting process). 

Thus, when the ion gate is closed and a parent ion removed fiom the spectrum, ai l  the 
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minimum TOF 

Figure 4-5: Optimizing the mirror with LHRH. Each TOF spectnim is for 
inmeashg accelerating voltage with the mirror voltage set at V, = 5.16 kV . 
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Figure 4-7: (a) Schematic dia- 
gram of reflecting TOF-MS 
with an ion gate at the entrance 
to the mirror. As illustrateci, it is 
used for precursor ion selec- 
tion. (b) Deflection of ions 
through the ion gate when it is 
closed, that is, with f 700V on 
altemating wires, removing a 
parent ion dong with d l  its 
daughter ions. This figure was 
generated with SIMION using 
1 unit radius wires separated by 
10 uniu; the kinetic energy of 
the ions was set to 4keV. 
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daughter ions associated with this parent are removed as well, simultaneously. 

To detect an ion in the reflecting TOF-MS with an ion gate, as shown in 

Figure 4-7(a), the gate needs to be pdsed open twice, first to aiiow the selected parent and 

dl of its daughter ions into the mirror, and then again to allow the reflected ions out of the 

mirror. For example, to select only the parent ion, the gate must be opened once, Say a time 

t, and again at t + 2t (for a perfectly symnetric geometry) wbere 2t is the time spent in the 

mirror. See [6] for detailed calculations of flight times using a single-stage ion mirror. 

Since fragment ions spend less time in the mirror, to allow the passage of a desired precur- 

sor parent ion together with metastable fragments, Say of some fraction a, of the mass of 

the parent ion, the gate must be opened once, at a time t, to aliow the parent together with 

all the fragment ions into the mirror, and again at t + 2t&, where the gate is lefi open 

until the parent passes through at a later time r + 2r .  

The usual geometry for precursor ion selection with PSD places the ion gate closer 

to the ion source where the gate only needs to be open once. The advantage of placing the 

gate further away frorn the ion source (at the entrance to the mirror) is that parent ions of 

different mass have greater spatial separation, thus allowing for improved precursor ion 

selection. 

To use the gate with our proposai method for PSD analysis, as the accelerating 

voltage is increased, the tune that opens, TF must decrease as Tg = T* where 

T, is the opening tirne for Va. 

Electronics for Ion Gate Control 

Pulsing the ion gate open and closed is accomplished with two pulsers. one positive and 

one negative, each with two ET'S  (field eEect transistors) arrangecl in a push-pull codig- 

uration. The two pulsing units. one for the positive set of wires and another for the nega- 

tive wires, are shown in Figure 4-8 on page 72. To convert a positive or negative 700V 

square pulse to a i7ûû to ground pulse, as required, the pulsers are floated at f 7OOV. 

Therefore the FET's were triggered by signals canied by optical fibres, which, in ~ m ,  
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Figure 4-8: Electronic pulsen used to open and close the ion gate. When con- 
nected to the gate, opcning edge of pulse is - 150ns and closing edge -350ns. 

out 
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Figure 4-9: Ion gate control for selection a parent ion and its fragment ions. 

were coupled to a digitaldelay generator (the clock in Figure 4-7a) that controlled the tim- 

ing of the gate. An example of controlling the gate is shown in Figure 4-9. An example of 

the selection resolution, which is -60, is shown in Figure 4-10. The resolution is lower 

than what is n o d y  quoted for such ion gates (which is around 90 [ 1 1,12,13]), however 

we are operathg at much lower accelerating voltages than what is nomaiiy used and thus 

are mainly limited by the time spread of the ion packet (that is, the resolution). Further- 

more, with improved electronics (pulse edges faster than a couple hundred nanoseconds) 

higher resolution would be achieved. 

Recently Vestal et al 1141 developed an ion gate consisting of two Bradbury- 

Nielsen ion gates in tandom; each gate is similar to the one described hem. One advantage 

of this arrangement is that the opening and closhg of the gate can be shared between two 

separate pulsers and it is much easier to produce a pulse with one sharp edge instead of 

two. Using this device, a resolution of - 1 0  has been demonstrated. 
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n [M+H]+ 
substance P 

Figure 4-10: Using the ion gate to separate the [M+H]+ for substance P 
from w+Na]+, demonstrating a selection resolution of -60. 
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4.4 ResuIts & Discussion 

An example of our proposed technique for acquiixng daughter ion spectra is illustrated in 

Figure 4- 1 1 using the mode1 case of substance P ( 1348 Da) without using the ion gate for 

precursor ion selection. These time-of-flight spectra were acquired with a nxed mirror 

voltage of V, = 5.60kV and various accelerating voltages V l  . The top spectrum is the 

usual parent ion spectnim and is used for calibration. The next five spectra were taken with 

various increased values of Vi , bringing dinerent ranges (segments) of daughter ions 

near the optimum energy for the &or. The boaom spectrum is the composite specaum 

produced by combining the optimum segments from each of the spectra as indicated by 

the vertical dashed lines. These spectra are represented as integer arrays in cornputer mem- 

ory, and the m y s  are simply joined together, no further processing is necessary to pro- 

duce the complete mass spect- shown at the bottom of Figure 4-1 1. To a good 

approximation, for display and qualitative examination purposes, the parent ion calibra- 

tion applies directly to this composite spactrum. 

The resulting composite histogram can be handled in much the same way as an 

ordinary parent ion specmim, that is, a hea r  mass scale can be calculated the same way 

and masses detennined approximately (within a few mass units) using the calibration 

equation (Eq. (4-1)) directly. However. for a more accurate mass determination, the cor- 

rection given in Eq. (4- 13) (or, more appropnately, Eq. (4- 15)) must be applied. 

Even with Eq. (4- 15) which gives the theoretical mass comection. there is still a 

systematic error in the correction predicted by this equation, probably because of imper- 

fections in the mirror field. The systematic error can be accounted for by using effective 

values of the target voltage ratios, ( VL / V a ) e f f ,  for each segment determined using the 

spectra for a known peptide such as substance P. 

In this mode1 case using substance P, mass assigrnent for each daughter ion was 

detennined using the results of [7] and is compared against dmd calculated by Eq. (4- 13) 

for the fint four of the five segments in Figure 4-1 1, ushg the directly measured values for 

the ratios VL / V a .  This is shown if Figure 4- 12. In Figure 4- 13, Amd from Eq. (4-13) was 
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Figare 4-11: An example of our proposed method for accnllng daughter ion TOF 
spectra using substance P (1348Da). Mirror voltage is 5.6keV and the accelerating 
(target) voltage is indicated for each segment. 
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Mass (u) 

Figure 4-12: Difference between apparent and calculated fragment ion mass Amd 
versus the calculated (theoretical) fragment mass for substance P. The parabolas are 
the theoretical c w e s  for Amd from Eq. (4-13) ushg the rnetzsured values for the 
accelerating potentials Va and VA , where Va = 4.6kV. 

fit to the data with a parabola and then setting the minimum to of this parabola (that is, 

rn, ) to the minimum of Eq. (4- 13) (at Amd = O ) to the same value. That is, by adjusting 

Vi /Va, we shift the parabolas in Figure 4-12 so that their minimum values fine up with 

those observed experimentally. Tbere is about a 4% change between measured and effec- 

tive ratios of VL / V a .  Analysing an mknown sample would, in the simplest case, require 

using the same voltage steps as used in Figure 4-1 1 and, thus, the same eflec~ve target 

voltage ratios ( VL / Va)cfl in Eq. (4- 15). However, as Figure 4- 14 shows, a simple empir- 
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Mass (u) 
Figure 4-13: Difference between apparent and calculated fragment ion mass Amd 
fitîed to the known Fragments of substance P versus the calculated (theoretical) frag- 
ment mass for substance P. The parabolas are the theoretical cuves for Amd from 
Eq. (4- 13) using (VA / Va)efl the effective values for ratios voltage ratios. 

ical relationship was found between the measured target voltage ratios (Vi /Va) and the 

effective ratios (Vi /Va)@ determineci using substance P. The relationship is 

The empincal correction detennined from the substance P spectra cm be used for 

analysis of other peptides. Figure 4-15 shows the daughter ion spectra for bradykinin 

(1060 Da). Applying the comction fiom Eq. (4- 15). using the effective target voltage 

78 
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Figure 4-14: A simple empirical relationship between the measured target volt- 
age ratios ( Vi /Va) and the effective ratios ( V i  / Vu)efl determined using sub- 
stance P. 

ratios (Vi / Vu)cff determined using Eq. (4- l6), the corrected kagment ion masses of 

bradykinin are on average within f OSDa fiom the calcuiated masses. The results for each 

of the five segments in Figure 4- 15 are show in Table 4- 1. In Table 4- 1 both the measured 

and effective ratios of the accelerating voltages are shown dong with the corresponding 

daughter ions measured in each segment. The observed fragments are labelied according 

to the standard nomenclature of Roepstodf and Fohlmann [15] and of Johnson et al [ 161. 

For the masses, the calculated (theoretical) mass of the fragment is given, dong with the 

apparent mass measured directly fiom the spectrum and the corrected mass using 

Eq. (4-16) and Eq. (4-15). Finally the Merence (error) in the corrected and calculated is 

shown. 

Ad ys ing  a Peptide M m e  

To demonstrate the use of the Bradbury-Nielsen ion gate for analysing a mixture, four 
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Figure 4-15: Acquiring daughter ion mass spectra for bradykinin (1060Da). Mir- 
ror voltage is 5.6keV and the accelerating (target) voltage is indicated for each seg- 
menL 
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VJVm 
Meesured Effective 

Enw in 
Daughter fan Mass (Da) AIsienment Daughter 

Ion Mass 
Apparent Conected Calculateci Mass (Da) (Da) 

Table 4-1: Summan, of the results for bradykinin. The "Apparent Mass" values are h m  
the original calibration, the "Comteci Mass" was calculated using the theoretical correc- 
tion given by Eq. (4-15) dong with the (Vi /V ) nom Eq. (4-16) and the "Calculated 

" =& Mass" is determioed nom amino acid sequence of e peptide. 
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peptides, bradykinin, LHRH, substance P and renin substrate tetradecapeptide were mixed 

together and placed on the target. Each peptide was selected for PSD analysis as shown in 

Figure 4-16. The PSD results for renin substrate selected fiom this mixture of four pep- 

tides are shown in Figure 4- 17 and Table 4-2. 

An obvious difficulty with this method is that it complicates precursor ion selec- 

tion, since the gate time needs to be changed for every increment in the accelerating volt- 

age Vi . Since the selected parent ion is not detected for increased accelerating voltages 

(as it does not get reflected) and since the gate must be opened (for precursor ion selec- 

tion) with accuracy of tens of nanoseconds, selection of ions for PSD analysis is difncult if 

they are separated by less than about 50Da. 

Another limitation specific to our geometry but not the method of acquiring seg- 

ments is in the placement of the ion gate, where it has to be opened hvice to d o w  ions in 

and out of the mirror. The problem is in opening the gate for the second t h e  for a rela- 

tively long duration (tens of ps). The individual electronic pulsing uni& (positive-to- 

ground and negative-to-ground) decay to ground at slightly diBerem rates spoiling the 

symmetq and therefore the gate acquires a slight charge and affects the flight time of all 

ions. This can be seen by a closer inspection of Figure 4-10 on page 74. Even with a com- 

mercial pulser where the edges of the which pulse opens and closes the gates are much 

improved, there is still a different decay rate to ground, possibly due to slight differences 

in the loads for the two sets of wires in the ion gate. This problem could be easily fixed by 

using a much smaller ion gate (about 2.5 cm) and placing it away from the rnirror, closer to 

the target so that ions only need to pass though it once (and not twice, as in the current 

geometry). 
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Figure 4-16: Recursor ion selection with a mixture of four peptides. 
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Figure 4-17: PSD analysis of renin substrate selected fiom a mixture of four peptides. 
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V J V m  
Measured Effective Apparent Corrected 

Table 4-2: PSD results for ~ n i n  substrate selected h m  a mixture of four peptides. The 
"Apparent Mass" values are from the original calibration, the "Corrected Mass" was cal- 
ctdated using the theoretical comction given by Eq. (4-15) dong with the (Vi /Va)= 
nom Eq. (4- 16) and the "Calculatecl Mas" is detennined h amino acid sequence of 
peptide. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

We have developed an alternative method of acquiring PSD spectra which is the same in 

principle as the usual method but has practical advantages. Instead of leaving the target 

voltage constant, and acquiring spectnim segments for various reduced miror voltages, 

the mirror voltage is left constant and spectm segments are acquired for various increas- 

hg target voltages. The central advantage results nom the fact that the flight t h e  and 

therefore the calibration depends sensitively on the mirror voltage but only weakly on the 

target voltage, and tùerefore accurate measurements of the voltages is not necessary. Fur- 

ther advantages of the proposed method is bat a single calibration is approximately appli- 

cable over the whole mass range, where oniy smaU corrections to this calibration are 

needed; and a fidl fragment ion spectnun can be assembled simply by joining end-toend 

the iime-of-flight histogram segments for each different iacreased accelerating voltage. 



Dependence of Ion Yields on Laser Fluence in 
Matrix- Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization 

5.1 Introduction 

Ma-assisted laser desorptiodionization (MALDI) was introduced in 1987 [1,2]. Since 

then, MALDI has becorne an important twl in the study of large molecules but the physi- 

cal processes involved in the desorption event are still not well-understood. To help 

develop a quantitative mode1 it is essential to determine the dependence of the nurnber of 

desorbeci particles on laser fluence, particularly for low fluence in the range of the 

observed detection threshold. The term "threshold" is commonly used in MALDI to refer 

to the fluence (energy per unit area per pulse) or irradiance (power density during the 

pulse) above which a single laser shot produces an observable signal using analog detec- 

tion methods with a transient recorder. Whether a tme threshold in the physical process 

exists, or whether the observed threshold is simply a result of limitations in the measure- 

ment methods has remainecl uncertain. 

If the obsemd threshold results h m  the limited signal-to-noise ratio obtained 

from single laser shots using analog detection methods, then it is difncult to d e t e d e  

whether a tnie physical threshold for desorption exists at the same or some lower fluence 

using the same detection method. For this reason, Ens et al in Manitoba investigated sev- 

eral properties of MALDI using pulse-counting methods with a time-to-digital converter 
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131. The authors interpreted their results as evidence for a m e  irradiance threshold near 

2 x L O ~ W / C ~ ~ .  Above this threshold the ion yield was found to have a slope between 4 

and 6 on a log-log plot. 

The dependence of the ion yield on laser fluence in MALDI was subsequently 

measured in Münster by Dreisewerd et al (41. The MUnster experiment introduced several 

improvements in the optics compared to the Manitoba experiment: (i) To separate the 

effects of beam spot-size and laser fluence, they used a fibre-optic to produce a Bat-top 

laser profile, rather than the gaussian or near-gaussian profile obtained with standard 

optics. Increasing the fluence when the profile is gaussian, as was the case in the Manitoba 

experiment, will not only result in an increased local irradiance, it will also increase the 

total area of substantial ion emission. Indeed, a steep dependence of the yield on îiuence 

would be observed fiom this increase in area alone, if the yield per unit area is a simple 

step-function at some threshold [SI. (ii) Secondly, the laser energy was monitored for each 

laser shot, and the measurement was carefdly calibrated to get an accurate absolute flu- 

ence measurement. (üi) FiaUy, a much smaller stepsize was used for the fluence: 0.1% 

instead of 8% as was used in the Manitoba experiment. 

The Münster results show no evidence for a true fluence threshold. However, in 

spite of the above improvements in the optics, the measurements were made from single 

laser shots using analog detection. Thus, although an accurate measure of the absolute flu- 

ence was not avdable for the earlier Manitoba experiment, it is likely that it had probed a 

lower fluence range by using pulse-counting detection, and the possibility remained that 

this difference accounted for the observed threshold in the Manitoba results. 

In this experiment, continuhg measurements started at Münster [6], we combine 

the improved optical configuration introduced by the Münster group, with pulse-counting 

detection as weli as analog detection in the same instrument to establish the relative flu- 

ence in the two types of measurement, and to make more detailed yield measurements in 

the low fiuence range. Both methods of data acquisition have limitations in the usual axial 

TOF geometry. The analog measurements are limiteci at low fluence by detector noise and 
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at high fluence by detector saturation. The pulse-couuting measurements are enabled by 

reducing the ion transmission; they are difficult to interpret because it is dinicult to be cer- 

tain that only individual ions are detected, especially at high auence. Therefore we have 

also made measurements in an orthogonal-injection MALDyrOF instrument with colli- 

sional cooling 171. This new instrument enables pulse-counting over a much wider fluence 

range. without ambiguity as to the number of ions seiking the detector. 

This experiment was performed on two different instruments. The first instrument is a 

standard, linear the-of flight (axial TOq mass spectrometer w here both pulsed-counting 

and analog measurements were pelformed. The second instrument is an orthogonal-injec- 

tion MALDYYOF with collisional cooling and pulse-counting detection. 

The optical arrangement was the same for dl of the =Y' (*-) mm 
experiments. The target was inadiated with a N2 laser 

(ND337: Laser Science. Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) 

with a wavelength of 337nrn and a pulse duration of r / 
d-4 (m) 

about 3 ns. To achieve a Bat-top distribution of energy on Figure 5-1: Dimensions of 
the target, a fiber-optic arrangement was used, similar to fiber optic (NA = 0.22). 

the one descnbed and characterized by Dreisewerd et al 

[4]. The laser beam is coupled into a 4 m long, high-temperature fiber (F-MCC-T: New- 

port, Mississauga, ON, Canada) with a 50mm focal-length lem. The dimensions of the 

fiber are shown in Figure 5-1. A homogeneous intensity profile at the other fiber end face 

is f o d  because of multiple reflections of the laser beam inside the fiber. The surface of 

the fiber tip is then imaged 1:l onto the target by two identical planoconvex lenses 

(f = 15cm ) arranged in infinite conjugation. 

Efncient coupling of the laser into the fiber requins a high quality suface at the 
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fiber tip, and careful positioning of the tip relative to the lem. The fibre was cleaved with a 

commercial fiber cleaver (Cï-02: Fujünira, Japan). This device places the fiber under ten- 

sion, scribes it with a diamond blade perpendicular to the axis, and then pulls the fiber 

apart to produce a dean break. Before cleaving, the protective coating around the core is 

removed with a s d  wire seipper (103-s: Diamond Xcelite, USA). 

The diameter of the focused laser beam spot, d, is given by d = cpf , where is the 

angular divergence of the laser beam (-0.3 mrad) and f is the focal length of lem. For the 

50mm focal-length lem coupling the laser beam to the fiber, this gives d = 1 5 p ,  consid- 

erably smaller than the 200 pm core diameter of the fiber. The end of the fiber is rnounted 

in a chuck and positioned with an x, y, z-adjustable stage just outside the focal point of the 

lem. Special care has to be taken not to place the fiber tip exactly at the focal point of the 

lens, to avoid damage to the surface which decreases transmission. 

The efficiency of transmitting the laser beam nom the fiber to the sample-target is 

determined mainly by the numencal aperture of the fiber and the size and focal length of 

the output lem. The numerical aperture is the sine of the hatf-angle of the fiber acceptance 

or emission angle. The fiber used in these experiments has a numerical aperture of 0.22, 

correspondhg to an open angle of about 26". The first output lens has 15 cm focal length 

and is 2.5cm in diameter. The fiaction of the beam area that strikes the lens is therefore 

only about 13%. For the measurements in the orthogonal TOF, the fiber-end dong with the 

two 15cm lenses arranged in infinite conjugation, are contained within a tube, as shown in 

Figure 5-2. This allows for convenient focusing of the beam. In either case, the overall 

transmission of the fiber-optic contiguration, taking account of all losses. is about 10%. 

The laser beam fluence. defined as energy per unit area per pulse, is controled by a 

circuiar gradient neutral density disk. The fluence is monitored in the axial TOF measure- 

mcnts by placing a quartz beam splitter between the two 15 cm focal-length lenses. In the 

orthogonal TOF measunments, a reflection from the quartz window (which admits the 

laser beam into the spectrometer) is used to monitor the fluence. Appmximately 7% of the 

laser beam is reflected onto a pyroe1ectric detector (420: Eltec Instruments Inc., Daytona 
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Figare 5-2: Focusing optics for orthogonal TOF-MS. 

Beach, FL, USA) comected to a custom preamplifier (provided by the Münster group). 

The signal h m  the pyroelecnic detector preamplifier is fed into a linear amplifier (1416: 

Canberra Industries, Meriden, Connecticut, USA) and recordecl by the data acquisition 

system for each laser shot. 

Calibration of the pyroeleceic detector was done with a commercial energy meter 

(J3-02: Molectron, USA) placed at a position equivalent to the target relative to the output 

optics. The absolute fluence measurnent remains somewhat uncertain because accuracy 

of the energy meter is not known, the size of the beam spot was not directly measured 

(only inferred fkom the optics) and for the orthogonal TOF, losses resulting from entry into 

the spectrometer could not be exactiy reproduced for the calibration. Therefore, the abso- 

lute fluence in the two instrumental geornetries, for which different optics were used, 

should not be àirectly compared. However, the optics werp identical for the pulsecounting 

and the analog measurements in the axial TOF geometry, so the cornparison between these 

measurements is valid. 

The incident laser beam strikes the sample target at an angle 0 to the normal, so the 
2 spot is slightly eiliptical with an increased area A = xr /case, where r = 1OOp.m is the 

fiber radius. In both TOF geometries, the incident angle is about 65' giving an area of 
-8 2 about 7.4~10 m . 
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5.2.2 Sample preparstion 

Sample preparation was similar for al l  the yield measurements. The pulse-counting exper- 

iments require a cornparison of ion yields fiom many different sample spots9 so it was 

essential to obtain uniforni sample coverage over a fairly large area. For this reason the 

fast-drying technique intmduced by Vorm et al [8] was used. Approximately 4040pi of 

analyte solution with concentration - 1 g/l in 0.1% aqueous T'FA was mixed with - I mi 

matrix solution with concentration of about IOgA in acetone. For the axial TOF expen- 

ments, 20p.l of this matrix/analyte mixture was deposited on the - 1 cm2 stainless steel tar- 

get. About 10 pl of the mixture was deposited on the -0.5 cm2 probe tip for measurements 

in the orthogonal TOF instrument. Thc acetone evaporates within seconds leaving behind 

a homogeneous crystallized coating of the matrix/analyte mixture. 

Axial geometry 

The linear MALDUTOF instrument with the usual axial ion-injection geometry is show 

in Figure 5-3 (with the data acquisition set up for pulsed-counting detection). The positive 

ions produced at the target are accelerated by a constant electric field established by the 

target at lOkV and a grounded 90% transmission grid spaced lOmm apart. A small adjust- 

able aperture, about S3cm in front of the target, controls the number of ions that reach the 

detector. The aperture consists of a tapered horizontal slit cut into a rotating half-cylinder 

placed in fiont of a stationary vertical slit with a width of 5mm. The aperture size can be 

Vaned continuously from zero to about 1 cm2. 

The smaU adjustable aperture is used in the pulse-counting experiment. The pur- 

pose of the puisecounting measurements is to count single ions to irnprove the sensitivity 

and linearity of the yield measurements. In the higher fluence range, it is therefore neces- 

sary for the pulsecounting measurements to reduce the transmission of the instrument 

with the adjustable aperture. The aperture size is set, in this case, so that the probability of 

detecting an ion of a single species is much less than one. For the analog measurements 
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Figure 53: Schematic diagram of the axial MALDUTOF instrument with 
data acquisition set up for pulse-counting detection. 

the aperture is left open. 

Each measurement cycle is initiated by a 4-output digital-delay generator @DG) 

(9650: EG&G PARC), which triggers the laser and supplies a start signal for the timing 

measurement. The ions are detected by secondaryelectron emission from a conversion 

plate coated with Cd. The secondary electrons are accelerated between the conversion 

plate at -6ûOV and a grounded 95%-transmission grid, and then directeci through a circu- 

lar arc by uaifonn magnetic field onto microchamel-plate detector which is at 135" d a -  

tive to the conversion plate. To avoid detector s a d o n  fkom the abundant low-mass 

matrix ions, the conversion plate voltage is held at ground for an appropriate time interval 

(set by the DDG) after each laser shot. Before the molecular ions reach the conversion 

plate, its voltage is switched to -dOOV by a DEI pulser (GRX-1.5K-E: Dincted Energy, 

Inc., Collins. CO, USA). The amplifiecl signals fkom the microchamel plates are then 

recordeci by the data acquisition system (see below). 
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Figure 54: Schematic diagram for orthogonal TOF instnunent. 

Orthogonal geometry 

A schematic diagram of the new orthogonal-injection MALDIEOF instrument is show 

in Figure 5-4. In this instrument, the ejected MALDI plume enters an rfquadnipole ion 

guide which is fiiled with nitmgen at a pressure of -7OmTorr. Coliisional cooling in the 

ion guide produces a beam with a low energy distribution and small cross-section, well- 

suited for orthogonal injection into a reflecting TOF instrument. Details of this specbome- 

ter and its performance can be found in [7]. For this experiment, the relevant characteristic 

is that the coilisional-cooling spreads the MALDI plume out dong the quadrupole axis, 

which aUows many injection pulses to be used for each laser shot. Therefore, pulse-count- 

ing detection is not limited to countùig at most one ion of a aven species per laser shot. 

In these experiments, the laser is pulsed at 20&, and ions are injected into the 

spectrometer at a repetition rate of 34ûûHz. In most cases, even for the highest fluence, on 

average fewer than one ion of a given species is injected into the spectrometer per injec- 

tion pulse, so the instrument is weU-suited for pulsetounting. Since then are about 170 

injection pulses for each laser shot, this arrangement allows pulse-counting to be used 
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with a l7û-fold increase in data-rate over the pulse-counting mesurement done in an axial 

MALDYrOF instrument This allows aimost the entire fiuence range to be examineci with- 

out artificially reducing the ion transmission, and without ambiguity as to the number of 

ions striking the detector. Although the ion transmission was not deliberately reduced, it 

should be mentioned that the overall transmission of the orthogonal injection geornetry is 

small; probably much less than 1%. This low transmission lirnits the accessible fluence 

range at the low end. 

The ions enter the acceleration column perpendicular to the TOF axis, with about 

6eV energy, defined by the potential appiied to the aperture plate. They are injected into 

the TOF spectrometer by pulses applied to the back electrodes of the acceleration column, 

which then accelerates them to an energy of about 4keV. After acceleration, the ions travel 

toward an electrostatic ion mirror which reflects them into the microchamel plate detector. 

At the detector the ions undergo pst-acceleration through -1 kV so their total energy 

when they strike the detector is about 5 keV (for the singly-charged ions considered here). 

53.4 Data Acquisition 

Analog measurements 

Analog measurements are made only in the axial geometry, and the electronics are shown 

in Figure 5-5. For these measurements the adjustable aperture is left open (- 1 cm2, and the 

procedure is similar to the usual analytical application of MALDI; a cornplete mass spec- 

trum is recorded for each laser shot with a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9450AM: LRCroy 

Corp., NY). The signal fiom the microchamel-plate detector is fed directly to the input of 

one channel of the oscilloscope. The amplifieci signal from the pyroelectric detector is fed 

into the second channel of the oscilloscope, and the sum of the two transients is îransferred 

to the cornputer (SuperMac C600 603eL200: Umax) through a GPIBISCSI interface 

(IOTech MacSCSI488: IOTech Inc. Cleveland, OH, USA). Thus each transient contains a 

measure of the laser fluence and the secondary ion yield; the two are welbseparated in 

time so the signais do not interfen. 
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Figure 5-5: Schematic diagram for analog detection set up for the axial 
MALDVïOF. Same instrument and optics as the pulse-counting setup shown 
in.Figure 5-3. 

Following the procedure of Dreisewerd et al 141, al l  ion yields were measured from 

spectra generated fiom single laser shots to ensure precise fluence measurements. To min- 

imize the usual spot-to-spot fluctuations in ion yields, complete yield versus fluence data 

sets were collezted h m  single spots. There is some depletion of the signal during irradia- 

tion, especiaily after the f h t  few shots. However, by ignoring the fmt 10 or 20 shots on a 

spot, and by careful monitoring of the signal at a given fluence, this effect could be made 

small enough to ignore. Relative yields were obtained from the height of the peak of inter- 

est in the digitized transient. Absolute yields are expected to be proportional to these peak- 

heights, but the proportionality constant, determined by instrument transmission and the 

detector gain, was not evaluated, so the units are arbitrary. 

Pulse-cowtîùzg measurements 

The arrangements for the pulse-counting measurements in the two geometnes are shown 

in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. In both cases, a 255-stop tirne-to-digital converter (TDC) (CTN- 

M2: Institut de Physique Nucléaire, Orsay, France) is used instead of a transient recorder 
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to measure the time between the staa signal and the detector pulses, produced, in the ideal 

case, by individual ions. The repetition rate of the laser is set to its maximum (20Hz) for 

these measurements. In the axial geometry, the start signal for the TDC is coincident with 

the laser trigger, and both are supplied by the digital delay generator. In the orthogonal 

geometry, the start signal corresponds to the injection pulse which is supplied at 3400Hz 

by the digital delay generator; the laser is triggered intemaily at 20Hz. 

To detect single ions, the microchannel-plate voltage is set so that the signal from 

individual ions is substantiaiiy larger than the noise. The detector signal is amplified with a 

preampiifier (9301: EG&G ORTEC, Wellesley, MA, USA), and then fed into a constant- 

fiaction discriminator (axial TOF: Philips Scientinc 715, Ramsey, NJ, USA; orthogonal 

TOF: ENERTEC Schlumberger 7174) with the threshold set high enough to eliminate 

noise (about -59mV). Timing signals nom the discriminator are fed into the TDC, con- 

nected to a computer which accumulates the time-of-flight histogram. For the axial TOF 

measurements, an Atari Tïû30 computer was used with a custom interface, and for the 

orthogonal TOF measurements, a PowerMac 7300/180 was used connected by a PCI dig- 

ital y0 card (FPCI-DIO: Fishcamp Engineering, Orcutt, CA, USA). 

Yield measurements made using pulsecounting (in both geometries) clearly 

require. accumulation of data from many laser shots. Therefore a protocol was developed 

to ensure that the laser fiuence for a series of laser shots on dinerent target sites was within 

a selected range. The amplified signal nom the pyroelectric detector, which is proportional 

in amplitude to the laser fluence for each shot, was fed into a singlethanne1 analyser 

(SCA) (Ortec 455: EG&G ORTEC, Wellesley, MA, USA). The SCA generates an output 

pulse if the input pulse-amplitude is within a selected range. For these measurements, the 

SCA was always set to accept laser shots within a 5% fluence window. The output of the 

SCA is connected to a second channel of the TDC and the data acquisition software is 

configureci to record data fiom the ion detector only if a pulse from the SCA is detected; 

that is, only if the comsponding laser shot is within the 5% energy window. Operating at a 

constant repetition-rate, the laser used for these mwurements has approximately 10% 
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- 
Figure 56: Rotatable target used in axial MALDYYOF instrument. 

fluctuations in the energy fiom shot-to-shot. Thus, the SCA improves the precision in the 

fluence value for a given yield measurement by a factor of about 2, and perhaps more 

importantiy, ensures that no anomalous laser shots, with significantly higher fluence, con- 

nibute to the measured yield 

Each spectrum is the accumulation of data from several dinerent target spots, each 

spot exposed to the laser for two seconds (-40 laser shots). Since the stability of the laser 

fluence is better if the laser nins continuousIy at a constant repetition rate, the two-second 

exposure was achieved with a custom electronic shutter, consisting of a solenoid switch 

connected to a standard darkroom timer. To ensure that the laser spot-size remains con- 

stant, the optics are left fixed for a l l  measurements, and the target is moved to expose dif- 

ferent sample sites. nius the identical laser focus is used for aD the target sites. For both 

the axial and orthogonal geometries, a rotatable sample probe is used. Figure 5-6 shows 

the details of the probe used in the axial TOF instrument; in this case the target has to be 

isolateci to 10 kV. In the axial TOF insirument, at most about 50 spots were used per 

energy window, comsponding to about 2000 laser shots, and to one full rotation of the tar- 

get. In the orthogonal TOF instrument, the probe was smaller, and at most about 30 spots 

were useci. Fewer target spots were needed for higher fluence since the count rate is higher. 

After one fidl rotation of the target, a fresh target-sample was prepared. The spot-to-spot 
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fluctuations mentioned above tend to average out in this case when data h m  many spots, 

and many laser shots, are accumulated. The relative yields are determined by integrating 

the peak of interest and dividing by the number of laser shots, and are therefore reported as 

counts per laser shot 

5.3 Resulfs and Interpretation 

53.1 Measwernents in the axial T'OF geometry 

The measured relative yields for insului with the matrices aCHCA and sinapinic acid, and 

for LHRH with the matrix aCHCA, obtained with the axial MALDYrOF instrument are 

shown in Figure 5-7. Pulse-counting data are shown for two different aperture sizes to 

probe different fluence ranges. The data sets are fit to a simple power-law, y = &", 
where Y is the yield, F is the fluence, and k and m are fit parameten. The open data points 

at higher fluence, which deviate from the power-law dependence, are excluded from the 

fit The slope m for each cuve is indicated in the figure. 

Intetpretaiion of the analog rneasuments 

The vertical scale for the analog measurements (shown on the right axis) repre- 

sents the molecular ion peak heights detennined fkom the recorded transient. For a detec- 

tor with a linear response to the incident ions, these peak heights are proportional to the 

number of ions produced in "successful" laser shots; that is, shots which produced a tran- 

sient with a visually identifiable molecular ion peak. The saturation of the curves at high 

fluence may mult h m  detector saturation, or from saturation of the MALDI process.The 

slopes of the power-law fits range between about 7 and 10; the observed dopes in @) and 

(c) are sornewhat higher than in previous measurements 141, possibly because of non-line- 

arity in the detector. We found that the measured dope depends to some extent on the 

detector gain, iadicating a non-linear response. However, this should not significantly 

d e c t  the evaluation of the observed threshold for analog detection, which was the main 

purpose of making analog measurements in the same spectrometer. 
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Figure 5-7: Dependence of ion yield versus fluence using conventional MALDIKOF 
with (a) insulin and sinapinic acid (b) insulin and aCHCA (c) LHRH and aCHCA. 
(a) anaiog measurements; (B) TDC, wide iris; (6) TDC, small iris. HoUow data 
points indicate saturation and numbers are the dopes. 
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Interpretation of the pulse-counting measurements 

The vertical scde for the pulse-counting experiment (shown on the lefi axis) represents the 

number of pulses counted in the the-window comsponding to the molecular ion, divided 

by the number of laser shots. Thus the data represent the probability that a molecular ion 

wiii be detected for a given laser shot. More than one detected pulse per shot is possible at 

the higher fluence because the peak width is considerably broder than the dead-the of 

the counting system; however, saturation of the counting system is evident in this range. 

The interpretation of the pulse-counting data fiom the axial TOF measurements 

depends to some extent on the fiuence and the size of the aperture! used. In contrast to the 

analog measurements, which consîder only those laser shots that produce an observable 

ion signal, the pulse-counting measurements take account of a i l  the laser shots. Individual 

laser shots may or may not produce a desorption event, but when they do, a large number 

of molecular ions are ejected; using typical sample preparation rnethods, 2- 1000 molecu- 

lar ions are produced 131. The measured detection probability is therefore detennined by 

the probability of producing a successful desorption event, and the number of ions pro- 

duced (which determines the probability that at least one ion passes through the aperture 

and is detected). 

These two effccts dominate separately for the two aperture settings used to collect 

the data of Figure 5-7. If each laser pulse produces a desorption event, and if on average 

fewer than one ion passes through the aperture per laser shot, then the measured probabil- 

ity for detecting an ion is simply proportional to the number of ions desorbed. This is 

approximately the case for the measurements with the small aperture at higher laser flu- 

ence. These results cm then be compared directly, apart b m  a nonnaiization constant, 

(and to the extent the detector has a linear response in the anaiog measurements) with the 

resuits obtained using analog detection. In two cases (a and b) the slopes are similar. 

For low fluence, where the probability for producing a desorption event is substan- 

tially Iess than unity, and for an open aperture (- lem2), the interpretation is Merent. In 

this w e ,  successful events w f l  be detected with high probability, and the nurnber of ions 
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per pulse cannot be extracted. The measurements therefore represent the probability of the 

pmduction of a successful desorption event. 

The measured slopes for the pulse-counting rneasurements range between about 6 

and 9, somewhat higher than reported by Ens et al [3], but consistent with those reported 

by Dreisewerd et al 141. Interestingly, the slopes measured with the two aperture sizes, 

representing in one case the average number of ions per desorption event, and in the other 

the probability for producing a desorption event are rather sirnilar. 

The results in the axial geometry show clearly that the pulse-counting experiment 

examines a fluence range substantially lower than that accessible with analog measure- 

ments. However, there is no evidence in any of the curves for a fluence threshold. 

5.3.2 Measurements in the orthogonal TOF geometry 

The measured relative yields for LHRH with four different matrices, for y-endorphin with 

the matrix a-CHCA, and for insulin with sinapinic acid, obtained with the orthogonal- 

injection MALDIITOF instrument are shown in Figure 5-8. As above, the data sets are fit 

to a simple power-law, and the slopes are indicated in the figure. The open data points at 

higher fluence in A and ET which deviate fiom the power-law dependence, are excluded 

from the fit. The measured slopes are between 7 and 9. Only the slopes c m  be compared 

directly with the measurements in the axial TOF instrument. The transmission is unknown 

in both cases so the yields are ody relative; the absolute fluence is estimated in both cases, 

but the uncertainty is rather high. 

As described above, the spectra are accumulated with pulse-counting rnethods in 

this instrument, but the results are much simpler to interpret than the pulse-counting mea- 

surements in the axial TOF instniment, and a wider fluence range can be accessed than in 

the analog measurements without changing instrumental conditions. Because each 

MALDI plume is spread out dong the quadrupole axis, only a few ions are injected into 

the TOF instrument in a given measurement cycle, and the probability that more than one 

ion of a given species are detected is negligible. except at the highest fluence in some 
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Figure 5-8: Ion yield as a function of laser fluence using an orthogonal-injected 
MALDUTOF with collisional coohg. (A) LHEUI in aCHCA, (ES) LHRH in sinapinic 
acid, (C) LHRH in 2',6'-dihydroxyacetophenone, @) LHRH in DHB. (E) r-endorphin 
in aCHCA, (E) insulin in sinapinic acid. Hollow data points indicate saturation and 
numbers are the dopes. 
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cases. When the count rate for a given species approaches the repetition rate of the injec- 

tion pulser, then saniration does occur, as in Figure 5-8 A and E. Such saturation of the 

counting system is readily observed in this instrument because of its high mass resolution. 

The dead-time of the TDC is sufficient to spoil the isotopic pattern for a given species if 

multiple ions of that species are detected. In the other cases. where the yield was lower, the 

full fluence range could be used with a nliably linear detector response. The fluence for 

these measurements was varied by close to an ordcr of magnitude, comsponding to a 

range of yields more than 4 oniers of magnitude, exceeding al1 previous measurements. 

The measured yields an simply proportional to the average nurnber of intact 

molecular ions produced per laser pulse. However, as described above, there are two con- 

tributions to this average: the probability that a laser shot produces a desorption event, and 

the number of ions desorbed in a successN event. At low fluence where the probability of 

desorption is significantly less than one, these contributions cannot be separated using the 

present data. 

5.4 Discussion 

The results are consistent with the earlier experiments [3,4] which show a steep 

power-law dependence of the molecular ion yield on laser fluence. The most reliable 

measurements indicate a slope on a log-log plot of about 8 depending on the particular 

andyte-ma& combination. The slope also depends on other details of the measurement. 

Dreisewerd et al showed that the slope decreases for smaller spot sizes [4]. We have found 

that if the laser is simply focuseci directly onto the target with a single lem. giving a gaus- 

sian distribution, the slope is somewhat lower. consistent with measurements of Ens et al 

131. Moreover, the slope was fond  to depend slightly on the number of shots per spot in 

the pulsecounting measurements, as shown in Figure 5-9. By chaiaging the shutter time 

by a factor of 10, there is a - 15% increase in the slope. This reflects the fact that the ion 

yield h m  a single spot persists longer for higher fluence, so the higher fluence data points 

benefit more Born the longer exposure. 
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As expected, pulsecounting measurements c m  give yields for considerably lower 

fluence values than are accessible with analog measurements, at l e s t  if only single shots 

are analysed. However, contrary to the previous observations made with pulse-counting 

[3], these measurements indicate no evidence for a tme fluence threshold in the yield. It is 

of course possible that a threshold exists at lower fluence, but it is clear that the practical 

ihRshold normally associated with analog measurements in MALDI is not a physical 

threshold. It is not suprishg that an apparent tbreshold is associated with MALDI in view 

of the steep fluence dependence. If at some Buence value, the probability of observing a 

peak with analog measurements is proportional to the average number of ions per laser 

shot, then a 30% increase in Buence increases the probability of observation from 10% 

(near zero) to about 90% (near unity). In practice, such an increase looks like a threshoid. 

A change in the dependence of the yield on fluence might be expected as the prob- 

ability for desorption decreases significantly below unity, but such a change is not 

observed. Surprisingly the dependence on fluence of the probability-of-desorption seems 

to be the same as the dependence of number of ions desorbed per desorption event. It is 

possible with the new orthogonal TOF instrument to measure these two effécts separately 

and to sort out the statistics of MALDI desorption; such measurements are planned. 

Figure 5 9 :  The effext of varying the time (number of laser shots at 20Hz) per 
spot on the target. Target: insulin with aCHCA. 
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The average number of molecular ions of peptides desorbed per laser pulse in 

MALDI has a steep power-law dependence on fluence with a power of between 7 and 9. 

No evidence was observed for a fluence threshold in the desorption. 



CONCLUSION 

Some Final Remarks 

The general goals of this work have been to develop improved methods of mass 

spectrometry for applications in the biological sciences. Progress in this field is generally 

made by empirical experimentation, which is to some extent trial-and-emor, but is guided 

by observed trends and some understanding of the physical processes involved. The work 

on PSD MALDI in chapter 4 is an example of practical experimentation with the direct 

goal of developing improved instrurnentation.With the exception of this chapter, the objec- 

tives of the experiments described in this thesis have been to identify more fundamental 

trends in the physical processes. Such measurements can give direct indications for 

improved instrumentation as in the case of the experiments on detection in chapter 3, or 

they can contribute more ind~ectly by illuminating the underlying physical processes. 

Many of the advances in biological mass spcctrometry have been in the m a  of ionization 

methods, and the experiments on stopping power in chapter 2 and on laser fluence in chap- 

ter 5 examine some fundamental aspects of two recently introduced ionization methods. 

The experiment describecl in chapter 2 correlates the desorption of molecular ion 

yields with the mecbanism of energy Ioss-nuclear or electronic stopping+xperienced 

by kev-energy atomic ions impinging on an organic solid substrate. The conditions are 

similar to those typical in secondary ion mass spectrometiy. The results add to a large 

body of experimentd &ta for atomic collisions with solid surfaces. Electrospray ioniza- 

tion and MAUlI have largely replaced particle-inducecl desorption as ion sources mass 
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spectrometry of large molecules. However, the= is considerable evidence that an increase 

in the nurnber of atoms in the projectile can give signincant improvement. For example, 

Mahoney and colleagues at Phrasor Scientinc have developed an electrosprayed source of 

glycerol clusters that yield secondary ion charge distributions lying between those pro- 

duced in MALDI and in electrospray. 

Detection of large molecular ions is a central problem in mass spectrometry and is 

addresseci by the expriment described in chapter 3. As the mass of desorbed molecular 

ions inmases with improved ionization techniques, detection using secondary electron 

emission, the most common rnetbd of detection, becornes less efficient, at lest with 

practicd accelerating voltages (-30 to 40 keV). The results from chapter 3, quantifies the 

electron emission efficiency as well as the secondary ion emission efficiency for large, 

slow moving molecular ions near the typical detection limits in organic mass spectrome- 

try. This is important information in characterizing the preformance of secondary emission 

detectors, and thus, offers some insight on how to design new detector geometx-ies. For 

example, the most efficient method for detecting large moiecular ions is the use of second- 

ary ion emission because ions have a higher emmision efficiency than secondary electrons. 

On the other hand, the experirnents indicate what loss in sensitivity can be expected if 

electron emission is used because of its superior timing charactenstics. In addition to any 

practical information regarding detector characterization or design, this experiment, adds 

to a rather large body of experirnental data on ion-surface collisions, and in particular, on 

electron emission from bombardment with clusters in the velocity regime near the thresh- 

old for kinetic emission. 

Chapter 4 introduces an instrumental development in the post-source decay tech- 

nique, which takes advantage of metastable decay of molecular ions for structural analy- 

sis. The proposed altemative rnethod for pst-source decay analysis aven in this chapter 

can easily be applied to existing reflecting tirne-of-flight instruments which are common 

in chemical/biochemicaI Iabs. No hardware modification is need for the proposed method 

and thus the benefits or practicd advantages of the metiiod are easily attainable. The 
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m e t h d  in principle, offers improved mass accuracy and simplified analysis. In the long 

term, however, both the usuai and proposed methods of PSD analysis may be replaced by 

improved methods of tandem mass spectrometry. For example the quadrupole-TOF geom- 

etry which uses orthogonal injection as shown in Figure 54 .  but adds a quadruple mass 

filter for parent-ion selection, shows great promise for this type of measurement, both with 

ES1 and MALDI: sources. 

One of the most common and successful methods for desorbing large, intact 

molecular ions is matrix-assisted laser desorpti~~onization (MALDI). A better under- 

standing of the desorption/ionization mechanism may lead to improved desorption tech- 

niques involving different laser wavelengths or different matrices. The resuits described in 

chapter 5 show a steep dependence of the ion yield on the laser fluence but show no evi- 

dence for a Buence threshold. Thus the possibility to use a very high repetition rate laser 

(say 100 kHz) with low laser fluence (per shot) is not excluded. The results are consistent 

with a quasi-thermal description of the desorption processes as discussed by Dreisewed et 

al. [4]. 



The total stopping power for amino acid valine was calculated by adding the contributions 

fiom each of the atomic constituents of the target. See section 2.3 Stopping Power Calcu- 

lation on page 24 for more details about the calcdations. For valine (CSHI ,NOz), the pro- 

gram input data used to calculate (dE/dx) ,  and (dE/dx) ,  is as foilows: 

target density &/cm3): 

Zi n i :  

The program also nads in (from another text file) an anay of atomic weights from Z = 1 

to 57. The output data of the progam is two text files, one for (dE/dx) ,  and another for 

(dE/dx) ,  , each containing dE/dx (in ev/A) versus the atomic weight of the projectile 

(in u). 

C Program Calculating Stopping Power 

#define -1 57 /* max. no. projectiles ( Z  = 1 to 57) * /  
#&fine N,T!ARGET 10 /*  max. no. of target atanic canstituents * /  

void GetTarget (char , double , int +, double + ; 

mrrin(int argv, char ++argc) 
C 

faE *fP, * k e n  *fPJJ; 
char f i l e3 [301 ;  / * f i l e n a m e f o r o u t p u t d a t a : A v s d ~ * /  
char file-eeE301; / * f i l e n a m e f o r o u t p u t d a t a : A v s ~ e + /  
char fileC30J; /' file name w i t h  no 'JI' or *,em extension * /  



C Program Calculating Stopping Power 

int i; / 

double A 1  [N-PI] ; / 
int Z1; / * 

double A2; / * 
double n[&TARGET] ; /* 
double density; / * 
k t  22 [N-TARGEP] ; / 
double 

double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 

double 
double 
double 
double 

e; / 
Na; / * 
k; / * 
a; / * 
zz; /* 
Ereduced; / *  
gsmna: / *  
Eincident; / *  
A, B, C ;  /*  
Sn; / *  
Se; / *  
ao, vo; /*  
u; / *  

atamnic masses Z1 = 1 to 57 * /  
atomic rnmrber of projectile */  

molecular uueight of mlecule, e.g. valine */  
no. of each a t d c  constituent in mlecule */ 
mass density of taget molecule +/ 
a t d c  mmrbers for target */  
a t d c  density of each target a t m  * /  

electron charge / 
Avogadso mmiber * /  
units converstian factor = 9e9 * /  
saeened scattering length * /  
variable thut depends on Z1 and 22 for d-e * /  
reduced energy * /  
CM transfraniation unit */  
incident energy of projectile * / 
constants used in reduced nuc stopping gawer * /  
reduced nuclear stopping power * /  
electronic stopping cross sectian * /  
Bohr radius and velocity */ 
atomic mss unit * /  

d-[N-TARGET]; /*  a t d c  nuclear stopphg powet */ 
d e t o  tala; /* total nuclear stopping power * /  
u e [ N , T A R G E T ] ;  /* a t d c  electronic stopping powier * /  
d-to tal-e ; /*  total electronic stopping power * /  

printf(*\n Stopping Pawer VS Mass...\n\nm); 

if (argv! =2 1 
( 

printf ( \n 
printf ('\n 
printf ( ' \n 
printf ( \n 
printf ( l \n 
exit (11 ; 

I neeà a data file for the target molecular ion:'); 
target density [g/csn"3 1 ' ; 
ZI nl'); 
22 n2'); 
etc, \n9 1 ; 

/* define = [ i l  array * /  
if ( (fp=fapen('A.datm , .rtm ) ==NUIL) 

{ 
printf('\nCannot open file A.dat 

(coluum of a t d c  wieghts fran Z = 1 to 57)\nD); 
exit (1) ; 

1 
else 



C Program Calculating Stopping Power 

f close ( f p )  ; 
1 

/* Urialize constants +/ 
k = 8.988e9; 
Na = 6.022e23; 
e = 1.6e-19; 
u = 1-66-27; 
A = 0.56258; / *  average d u e  fram Wilson 1977 * /  
B = 1.17760; /*  average value from Wilson 1977 * /  
C = 0.62680; /* average value from Wilson 1977 * /  
ao = 5.29e-11; /+ m * /  
vo = 2.18e6; /+ m/s * /  

printf ('dençity (g/cm63) : % .2f \nm , density) ; 
printf ('incident energy (keV) : ' 1  ; 
scanf ('%se, file) ; 
Eincident = atof(file1; 
Eincident += 1000.0 e; /+  Joules * /  
~trcat(file.~keV'); 
strcpy(f ile~t, file) ; 
strcat (files, '3.dat') ; 
strcpy(file,e, file) ; 
strcat(fi1e-e.',e.dat'); 
printf('data files: %s and %s\nm, file-% file-el; 

A2=0.0; 
for(i=O;i<N-TARGGT && ZS[i] !=O;i++) AS += n[i]*Al[(ZSIil - 11 1 ; 
printf ( 'molecular a t d c  wieght of target : % .2f \nm , A2 1 ; 

/* density (atoms per m63) for each a t d c  constituent * /  
for(i=O;i<N-TARGGT && Z2[i]!=O;i++) 

N[il = densityfn[il+A1[ (Z2[i]-1) ~*1000000.0*Na/pow(A2,2.0) ; 

/* open output data files * /  
if ([fp~=fopen(file-n, 'wtm))==NUL;L) 
{ 

printf('\nCannot open file %s\nm,  file^); 
exit (1) ; 

1 
if( (fp,e=fapen(file-e* 'w t ' )  )==NULL) 
{ 

printf ( \ncannot open file %s \n* , f ile-el ; 

/* calculate de& for each atomic target * /  
for (Zl=l; Zl<=NJI ; Z1++ 
{ 

- to ta l3  = 0.0; 
d*total,e = 0.0; 
for(i=O;i<=KTARGE'l' && Z2[i] !=o.(); i++) 



A ~ ~ e n d i x  C Program CaIculating Stopping Power 

/ *  nuclear stapping * /  
a = ao*0188S3/pow((pow((double)Z1,0.5)+ 

pow( (double)Z2 [il ,0.5) ),0.667) ; 
garana = 4.O*Al[(Zl-l)]*Al[(22[i]-l) 1 /  

pow( (Al[(Z1-1)]+Al[(Z2[i]-1)j ),2.0); 
Ereduced = a*A1( (22 [il -1) ] %incident/ ( (double) ( Z l f Z 2  [il 

pow(e,2 .O) (Al [ (21-1) ]+Ai( (22 [il-11 1 ) *k) ; 
Sn = A* log (B*Er&ced) / (B*Ereduced - l.O/pow(B*Ereduced,C ) ; 
d w  [il = uI*pow(a, 2. O) +-*N [il *Eincident/E;rettuced * Sn; 
d w [ i ]  *= 1.0e-10/e; /* eV / Angstr- '1 
dedx-totaljl += d e [ i ] ;  

/*  electronic st-ing * /  
ZZ = pau(pow((double)~1,0.667)+pow((double)Z2[il,O.667) ,les); 
Se = paw((double)Z1,0.1667)*8.O~~f*pow(e,2.O)*k*ao* 

(double) (21*Z2 [il ) /ZZ sqrt (2. OC~incident/ (Al [ (21-1) pu) ) /vo; 
d e e [ i ]  = N[i]*Se; 
d e e [ i ]  *= 1.0e-10/e; / *  eV / Angstrams * /  
dedx-total,e += c k k e  [ i l  ; 

1 
fprintf (fpJ1, '% . Se % . 5e\nn , AI [ (21-1 1 , decktota1-n) ; 
fprintf ( k e ,  '%. 5e %. 5e\nm, A1 [ (21-1) ] , detotal-el ; 

1 
fclose(fp); 

1 

void GetTarget(char *file, double *density, int  '22, double *n) 
1 

int i; 
FILE * fp ;  

/ *  initialize arrays * /  
for (i=O; i<N,TARGFT; i++) 
C 

22 [il =O; 
n[il=O; 

1 
if ( (fp=fopen(file, 'rtm) )==NULU 
{ 

printf(*\nCannot open file %s\nm, file); 
exit (1) ; 

1 
fscanf ( fp ,  l %Ifm, densiSr) ; 
for(i=O;i<N--;i++) 
{ 

if(fscanf(fp,' %i %Ifa, &ZS[i], &n[i])=EOF) break; 
1 
f close ( fp ; 
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